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As this is the final edition of The Voice this academic year, I wish to
praise the dedicated work of Elaine Rooney, who always produces
terrific publications, but who has excelled in recent months, despite
the constraints of lockdown. Each issue since April has showcased, in a
IMPORTANT DATES

superior way, the creativity of GMS’s students and the resourcefulness
of teachers, who have set imaginative and inspiring tasks.

A-Level Results Day Thursday 13th August

GCSE Results Day Thursday 20th August

Thursday 3rd
September - All students
back to school.

We will endeavour to keep
the whole GMS community
updated with the latest
information and advice through
notices on the GMS website
or through letters sent out
via Groupcall Xpressions.
Please check the website
regularly for current notices.

Don’t forget to view the online
gallery
for
photographs
relating to many of the
articles in this newsletter.

The end of this year is unlike any other, and I
hope it is one that I will not have to experience
again, but there is much to celebrate. A perusal
of the most recent editions of The Voice is a joy
because they showcase a depth and scale of
commitment that is truly remarkable. There is
so much to admire, so many contributions to
compliment, so many subject areas to thank,
and I am sorry that there is neither time nor
space to credit everyone here. An indication
of the great work completed by GMS students
is clear in the number of nominations
submitted for the Headteacher’s Award. Just
reflecting on all the names listed in The Voice
brings to the fore all the amazing schoolwide, subject-wide engagement there has
been between school and home, teachers and
students. I thank everyone for their unstinting
dedication to making the best of a situation
beyond anyone’s control.
I especially praise the resilience and fortitude
of the Year 11 and Year 13 cohorts, who have
been denied an end of year celebration, but
more importantly, denied the chance to shine
in their examinations. As part of my on-line
leaver video addresses, I made the point
that learning from the past is important, but
should not be dwelt upon too much: history
cannot be changed. It is more important to
focus on the present, especially at times like
these when there is uncertainty. My advice
is to deal with the things within our control
and put aside matters beyond our control.

Adopting a can-do approach generates a
positivity, and positivity leads to success. We
do make a difference when we give our very
best and readily embrace new opportunities
and challenges.
Since June 1st, we have had an increasing
number of students in school and it has been
fantastic to welcome all of them. I would
particularly like to praise the Year 12s, who
returned in the middle of June, for the seamless
way they adapted to the new way of working.
By July 17th, the end of term, we will have
offered all students the opportunity to return
for at least two days. At the time of writing,
approximately 85% have attended lessons,
this includes the predicted number of Year 9s
expected in the last week of term. We have
had, on average, about 500 students in school
every week, an impressive attendance record
considering the circumstances. As students
have been taught in classes numbering half
their usual size, this has meant almost all
members of staff have returned. Seeing so
many in school has given me a great deal of
pleasure. Feedback from staff and students
has been excellent, I thank everyone for their
kind words of appreciation.
The Government’s announcement
that they expect all students to return
to school in September
is exactly what the
governors, leadership

team and staff at GMS wished for. There is a significant amount
of work to be done over the summer to minimise the risk of the
virus; a full return to school of students and staff will not be riskfree, but very little, if anything, in life is risk-free.
It is often said we learn more in adversity and challenge than
we do in times of triumph and victory: whether this learning
is knowledge and understanding or new skills and qualities
matters not, what is important is that we take this learning with
us into the future. The positive can-do approach adopted by the
staff and students of this school is admirable, their resilience and

resourcefulness have been central to the success we celebrate in
school and in this edition of The Voice.
To finish, I would like to thank everyone for the support given
to my staff, my students and me. I wish all members of the Great
Marlow School community a restful, enjoyable and safe summer
holiday.
Best Wishes
Kevin Ford
Headteacher

GMS News

A LETTER FROM OUR CHAIR OF GOVERNORS
As I write this letter to you all I am reflecting on everything we as
individuals in the school community of students, parents and carers,
and staff and governors have learned and achieved over the last year,
one that has been so very different to other years.
As always, our role as governors is to ensure that Great Marlow School
is being run according to its vision and values of offering an excellent
learning experience so that our students, staff and the wider community
are inspired to be successful, compassionate and resilient members of
society.
From the moment rumours of the pandemic began to circulate our community has worked together
to support each other and adapt to a new and constantly changing way of life. Everyone has had
their own unique circumstances to deal with and the challenge for the teaching team and students
has been to learn to use a variety of new and different learning experiences to suit all these differing
circumstances. There have been many frustrations to overcome and also many achievements to
recognise and celebrate. I have loved reading the Voice and the front page of our website during this
period as it has shone a light on just some of these successes. I have been immensely proud of the way that our students, parents, and staff
have risen to and overcome with resilience and determination the variety of challenges that have been thrown in front of them, sometimes
with very little notice. I have also been aware of numerous acts of compassion from all parts of our community where we have helped to
support each other.
Whilst home working has been the norm over the last few months, the governors and leadership team recognise the importance for
students to have some form of school time before they break up for the summer holidays. As plans have been put in place to enable
all students to safely have as much time at school as possible I have been even more thankful of the professional skill, dedication, and
resourcefulness of school staff when organizing such a complicated and detailed Risk Assessment and Plan for the last few weeks of term.
We are all looking forward to the return of some form of normality in school next September although we are conscious that this ‘normality’
may look different to last year. The government has started to published some detail as to how is wants schools to operate in September
although, judging by the volume of advice published recently this is likely to, understandably, evolve a number of times before the
beginning of next term. Governors and the Leadership Team are starting to plan for this now and will continue to do so over the next
month.
I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the Governing Board to thank the students for their continued hard work and resilience in
their studies and for taking responsibility to learn. I would like to thank parents and carers for their resilience and support of their children
in the current situation. And, I would like to thank all our dynamic and highly skilled staff and contractors who have worked tirelessly to
help and support our community. Our school staff and contractors are made up of Teachers, the IT Support Team, the Grounds and Facilities
staff, the Finance Team, Reception and Back Office staff, Cleaners and Catering staff. We should all be very proud of what we have achieved
over the last few months.
I hope that we can find some time to reflect over the next month or so on everything that has happened and that we have achieved so that
we can return in September with the experiences we have gained to approach the next few months with renewed energy and knowledge.
I hope you all have a very well deserved fun, relaxing and rejuvenating summer break.

Sally Brooks
Chair of Governors
Great Marlow School

Art & Design

A BIG THANK YOU TO OUR ART STUDENTS
- YOU HAVE BEEN AMAZING!
As the academic year draws to a close, students
have continued to wow the Art and Design staf
with their imaginative and creative oferings.
Year 8

have persevered with their fortnightly

challenges, and have had great fun capturing their
immediate and local surroundings using a variety of
techniques in the ‘View through a window’ task. They

Ralph Fitzjohn 7c3, created this excellent
illustrative typography page. His use of tone
to show 3D form is particularly good!

move swiftly on to the ‘Draw everything challenge’,
inspired by artist and former art teacher Lee John
Phillips, who honoured the memory of his late
grandfather Handel Jones… by meticulously drawing
everything in his toolshed!

YEAR 8 PAINTING WITH NO PAINT PROJECT
“Here are some of the winning entries for our “Painting with no Paint”
challenge. We had so many wonderfully creative entries to this
challenge, students clearly enjoyed getting to dress up their family
members, themselves and in some cases their pets!
The task gave students an opportunity to research artworks and analyse
their content closely in order to recreate them. Students needed to to be
very inventive in the materials they used as art materials were not allowed!”

“Spray Can”- By Roy Liechtenstein

My mum let me have two Flowers the represented the palm trees and I created the blue sky with
a blue blanket draped over an ironing board.
The plank was wedged in the side of a chair to make the diving board.
The house was a hedgehog home that was being made by my dad that I borrowed.
It was successful in that It looks a lot like the original and it came out really well. the challenges
I had was getting the blue blanket to sit on the ironing board just right and getting the right
angle for the picture.

To create my version of hair spray can, I used:
one folded piece of paper, 2 fake nails, one piece
f yellow card and one bike oil can. I particularly
found it difficult to find a reddish spray can but I
stumbled across this in my garage! In the second
lesson I had to take the photo and I found this
very challenging as this hand in the portrait was
in a very hard angle to get in and I still didn’t nail
it, it took many tries to get the perfect shot and I
did need the help of my sister to help reposition
my angles. Most of my material were very similar
as they were either quite rough or very slippy
especially the oil can!. The original work was
created by Roy Liechtenstein (as seen above)
who was famous for making comic strip style art.
He created this piece in 1962 along with many
other successful pieces. I chose this piece of art
to impersonate as earlier in the year, our topic
in art was pop art and on my title page I drew
SPRAY and I really liked it as it looked simple but
affective. I also really enjoyed our topic of pop art
and I really wanted to do a bit more work on it and
that it’s why I chose this painting.

By Sam L, 8C1

By Charlotte HL, 8C1

“A Bigger Splash” by David Hockney

Art & Design
“Cancelled ” by Banksy
To create my art, I had to cut out stencils from discarded food packaging. After that I got a wooden
chopping board that was slightly sticky so the flour would stay in place. I then got the flour, a sift
and a cocktail stick and filled in the stencils. I removed the stencils revealing the pattern. I took a lot of photos and picked
the best for my final result.
I chose this piece of art because it has an interesting political message. The message is that not everything is perfect and that
dreams are really just dreams and people can get in the way of dreams coming true.
I think this was very successful. Because the board was slightly sticky the flour stuck to it so when I removed the stencil
everything stayed in place.
By Olivia L, 8C3

...AND THE TALENT CONTINUES!

Above: Zahab J, 8C2

Right: Ella B, 8M2
Above: Eleanor R, 8C3

Above: Isabella J, 8M1
Above: James M, 8M2

Art & Design

Above: Anouk O, 8C3

Above: Rebecca T, 8C2

Right: Finlay L-B, 8C2
Below: Jess M, 8C3
The Open Window by Matisse
By Jessica Meek 8C3
This painting belongs to the Fauvism Movement.
The characteristics of this movement are intensely vivid,
non-naturalistic and use exuberant colours.
It looks like a rectangular colour scheme which uses mostly
pastel colours.
I think the style that Matisse was using in this painting is a
Devisionist style as there are unblended patches of colour
leaving the colour mixing to the eye.
An interesting fact about Matisse is that he unexpectedly took up art when his mother
bought him an art set for him to use whilst he was recovering from appendicitis.
This painting makes me feel happy and calm. I like the picture due to the colours and the
quaintness of the window and the view of the little boats.
Below is my drawing of the View from my window:
Hello Jess,
Thank you for submissions this week. You
have produced a very sensitive and
detailed drawing of the view through your
window. Your attention to detail is
excellent and you have ensured that all the
elements across your street and
overlooking your neighbour.
You have drawn your window frame with
some real technical skill and the attention
to detail in the stone/brick work is
stunning, well done!

View through my window challenge- yr 8 have
been challenged over the past few weeks to
produce a drawing of the view through their
window. This view for many has become quite
an important feature of our environment during
lockdown.

A small area for improvement would be
utilise guidelines when you are trying to
line up small details such as the window
panes and the panels on the garage door,
you’d really notice the difference! One last
point, your analysis is clear and concise
with some well researched facts. Well
done you Jess!

Art & Design

VIEW THROUGH MY WINDOW YR 8 CHALLENGE

Zahab J, 8c2
Imogen A, 8m2

PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSION CHALLENGE
Yearr 8 were also challenged to produce some mind bending photographic illusions
using forced perspective and clever angles.They had a lot of fun creating these!

Millie H, 8M2

Imogen A, 8M2

Rebecca T, 8C2

YEAR 7 ART CHALLENGE
Illustrating a creature, students were asked to
make a “Frankenstein” creature using collage and
found imagery to create a creature. they were then
asked to shade it using pencil shading techniques to
show texture and tone.
Left : Iris D, 7c3
Right: Ralph F, 7c3

Art & Design

YEAR 9 USED DIFFERENT MEDIA
IN MORE CREATIVE WAYS
Year 9 have also been working on their own set
of weekly drawing tasks, choosing between two
themes every lesson such as ‘News and Current
Affairs’, ‘Travel’ and ‘Nature’ to create an outcome
of their choice. It’s been really lovely to see them
flexing their creativity, and showcasing some of
Above and Left:
Some lovely
illustrative work
by Poppy U, Yr 9

their personal talents with media used in very
different ways to what’s practised in their normal Art
lessons. Teachers have been particularly impressed
with some of the digital and animated submissions
of students who are continuing their Art and Design
careers forward onto the GCSE course.

Below right: Olivia T, Yr 9 has used the techniques we were
working on prior to lockdown to produce this powerful BLM
image for the yr 9 drawing challenge based on “The News”.

Left:
Amelie H, Yr 9 has produced this
beautiful grahite picture. Amelie
has been providing us with some
lovely art work and we are excited
to see how she will progress as an
artist in the future.

YR 10 GCSE STUDENTS CONTINUE TO WORK ON
THEIR COURSEWORK PROJECTS HOME
Our KS4 students end the year with the culmination of their
Food and Drink task, the irst project in their GCSE coursework
portfolio. Students have created a range of inal pieces which
span a number of techniques and processes, and have also been
given the opportunity to maintain a digital portfolio with the
submission of their completed work.

Borough Market papercut is by Emily Brooks,
Yr 10
Clay doughnuts/cupcakes is by Maggie
Bogie, Yr 10

This
request
for
digital
submission
comes
as
a
temporary means to an
end, given the diiculties of
submitting tangible coursework
in school, but we believe it
will beneit both the students
and staf considerably when it
comes to reviewing feedback
and necessary reinements in
the near future.

Art & Design

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEPTEMBER
Year 12 have worked very much in the same way, submitting the results of
an exciting ‘Lockdown’ project via a digital format. These have cleverly tied
in with their Component 1 project themes, and have given them the unique
opportunity to ‘Pause, Collate, and Reflect’ on their work to date before they
embark on developing and creating their final outcomes in September.

This stunning digital drawing for her Borough
Market project is by Eva Kerlin, Yr 10.

We’re extremely proud of all of our Art and Design students this year, but
particularly since the school’s closure. We understand the difficulties faced
with remote learning, alongside the lack of resources and practical support
that makes being creative at home that little bit harder for many. Despite this,
the Art and Design staff have, time and time again, been so impressed with the
efforts of many of the students, and have continued to share and promote the
excellent work we’ve received with the wider school community.
May I take this opportunity to wish all of our students, parents and carers a
happy, safe and restful summer holiday. We look forward to creating more
beautiful things at the beginning of the new academic year, after the holidays,
in September.
By Mrs K Joseph-Stewart
Head of Art & Design

Design & Technology

D&T DEPARTMENT HAVE SET SOME BRILLIANT
PROJECTS TO KEEP STUDENTS CHALLENGED
With students all currently home learning, the Design & Technology
department felt that there is little chance for students to do what
they do best... express themselves in a practical way.
We created a range of challenges which were designed to get learners
away from the computer for a while and get involved in something a little
more creative.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Easy! Students were given 6 challenges for you to have a look at.
They chose 1 challenge to complete and spent the lesson time producing
their best results.

HOPE POSTER
Design a poster to give your ‘Hope’
message during lockdown. What do
you hope for during or after lockdown?
It could be something that you are
looking forward to doing again or
some words of encouragement for the
nation.

We have selected some of our favourite to showcase in the inal edition of
The Voice.
By Mrs H Young

Emily E, Yr 7 - Hope for Schools
Jack E, Yr 9 - Was hoping for the
Premier League to be played again
soon

Olivia Z, Yr 7 - Hope for Humanity

Find any ball. Build a way to keep it rolling
for a long time.
It must continually roll once released.
It can’t be touched once it started.
Timed from the time of release to the irst
time it stops.
Results must be ilmed and then submitted
(no students to be in the ilm). Longest
time of ‘roll’ wins.
Year 7 - Rocco Picciano - 20 second garden
trail
Emily B, Yr 9 had hope that they
would be able to travel to their
favourite holiday destination.

Pheobe R, Yr8 - Had hope for her local
kickboxing class to start again soon.

Year 8 - Sam Terrett - 13 second banana
run
Year 9 - Arthur Macdonald - 25 seconds,
but the most creative!
James Hudson - 44 seconds marble run

THE BOAT
Make a boat which loats successfully in a
bowl of water and can carry a cargo of at
least one penny.
Winners were the one which can carry the
most cargo before it sinks.

CELEBRITY FACE MASK
Use any simple materials of your choice to make a
mask of a well-known celebrity.

Year 7 - Rose Davies
Year 8 - Charlie Walker

UPCYCLE PACKAGING
Use any piece of plastic packaging from a food or
drink product and other materials you may need.
Make it into a useful item for the home, garden or
school. Sketch your design if you are not able to
make it. Design, creativity, and usefulness will be
taken into account when selecting a winner.

Gregorio G-J, Yr 7 created a
mask of Ronaldo which is
very well made with excellent
resemblance to the added photo.

Harry C, Yr 7 - Created a cardboard
cut out and well shaped mask
of king Harold Godwinson

The longest
Domino trail
was won by
Jack S, Yr 7.

Finley W,Yr 8 Made an attractive
decorated hanging plant holder
using a bottle and ribbons.

Florence O, Yr 7 - created Rainbow
painted yogurt pots for tomato plants

Design & Technology

ROLL BALL

Computing

At the start of the year, Computer Science students
in Year 12 were introduced to the Cyber Discovery
programme. This is run by HM Government and GCHQ
to encourage young people, many of whom had not
previously considered a career in cyber security, to
try something new and in-demand in our modern
society.
The programme features over 200 challenges in
four stages with increasing difficulty, with a focus
on a variety of technical aspects including coding,
forensic analysis, penetration testing and general
problem solving. It allows you to take on the role
of a cyber security agent against criminal gangs
and terrorists with the intent of crippling our most
pivotal services.
Saskia Lablans is one of the few who have qualified
for the final round of the competition from a pool
of over 70000 entrants. Below you can read a short
summary that Saskia has written of her experience.
By Mr N King
Head of Computing

“I first got involved
with
Cyber
Discovery when it
was introduced to
me in school at the
beginning of Year 12. Each stage took a different approach, for example one
stage would teach the skills through videos, lab tasks and quizzes, and the next
would allow you test these new skills through vulnerable websites and servers.
Each of the stages required more effort and determination to pass and from the
70,000 students who participated in the first stage of Cyber Discovery, I was one
of a few hundred who qualified for the last, and most challenging, stage of the
competition: Cyberstart Elite.
In the coming months, I will have the opportunity to meet cyber security
specialists and receive highly respected training and qualifications. This stage
combines the skills developed previously into hands-on experience with realistic
activities such as hacking robot arms and intense Capture the Flag competitions.
In half a year I progressed from knowing very little about the cyber security
profession to receiving the training necessary to forge an exciting career path
for myself. I highly recommend the Cyber Discovery programme to every one of
my peers, even if they are not considering a career in computing, and I had a lot
of fun learning and practising a thrilling new skill.”
By Saskia Lablans Yr 12

English

KAHOOT SPELLING TESTS PROVE
POPULAR WITH STUDENTS

GMS STUDENT HAS HIS STORY
READ OUT ON INSTAGRAM

English made spelling tests fun by setting the
words on a Kahoot quiz. This online testing meant
that students could compete against themselves
in an efort to be a Super Speller as well as trying
to be at the top of the leader-board. The English
Department are pleased to announce the Top Three
Spellers in Years 7, 8 and 9:

One of our students, Finlay Lewis-Bell in Year 8 has written
a short story called ‘Rusty Egg’.

Year 7 had 202 players
Tied 1st: Dan2.0, aaaa and Faris all with
98% correct
Year 8 had 78 players
1st:AR 97%
2nd: KimB 94%
3rd: SB 92%
Year 9 had 75 players
1st Emz 100%
2nd: BG 98%
Tied 3rd: OT and AS 95%
Congratulations to all the students who took part in
the spelling quizzes.

Finlay sent us this information:
“An author named Frank has been doing writing tasks on
Instagram which I have been doing. Every week he gets
someone famous to read out some of the stories that
people send in. This week he decided to get mine read out.
Here is the link.
https://www.instagram.com/tv/B_6tvzn4ix/?igshid=13knmr0kbf7qe
I have written the end to Rusty Egg which has also been
read out. There is no middle yet but I know what I am going
to write for it. At the moment I am writing a different book
about Gong Bong birds (a type of bird I made up). It is
going to be quite a long book so I won’t have the middle of
Rusty Egg written for a while. Here is a link so you can listen
to the end if you wish.
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CBDA8-znJ7s/?utm_
source=ig_web_copy_link.”

By Mrs C Leggerton
By Miss R Mapes

Once, who discussed masks?
DIY enthusiasts, perhaps,
discussed masks
as a way to protect lungs:
but ‘Rarely Worn.’
Occasionally, a wordsmith,
would use it:
‘He masks his rather shy personality
with a haughty air.”

A big thank you to Mrs Morgan who
has found the time, amongst marking
and writing website articles, to keep
us entertained with her original poems
during the coronavirus crisis.
If you missed them please read the past
two issues. I’m sure we can all empathise
with the sentiments.

Now masks are ubiquitous.
Mandatory on
buses, coaches, trains, trams, ferries, planes,
in hospitals, in care homes and elsewhere.
Mask to protect and prevent
on entering a restaurant,
at the bar,
in many shops.
Masks cover faces so that
pairs of eyes stare,
divorced from the whole face.
Lips are concealed,
speech becomes muffled.
We learn to read a smile from the crinkled eyes,
or annoyance from a furrowed frown.
My mask is not terribly pretty or comfortable.
Its three layers restrict breathing,
and glasses steam up.
When not being worn,
my mask becomes an accessory:
a flourish of colour at the wrist;
an alternative to an Alice band,
a neckerchief.
Better than the alternative, though,
stuffed in a pocket or handbag,
where it becomes entangled
with other paraphernalia
and difficult to find in a hurry.
Now, who discusses masks?
Many do: medics, scientists, broadcasters and me.
By Mrs M Morgan

English

Masks

English

Year 10 students set
out their dream of a
world without Covid-19
entitled “ I Have a
Dream”.

I have a dream that one day I will be able to hug my family and friends without
washing my hands after! I have a dream, that my favourite restaurants will allow
me back in to eat everything off their menu. I have a dream, that planes will be
flying high and taking me to a hotter climate with unlimited drinks. Surprisingly,
I have a dream, that the schools will reopen and teach me how algebra works. I
have a dream today.

Let freedom ring from the beaches. Let freedom ring from the shopping centres,
let freedom ring from the cinemas and theatres. Let freedom ring from London and Manchester. Let
freedom ring through our televisions as Boris finally tells us it’s all over.
When freedom rings, we will be able to do things we love the most with the people we have missed. We
will be able to thank the people who have saved many lives. For this will go down in history and will be
remembered as a time we all stepped back and changed back to normal. We will be free at last!
By Emily Brooks, Yr 10
I have a dream, that one day I will able to go down to the shops for my favourite luxurious Cadbury’s chocolate bar. I have a
dream that one day I can walk down the supermarket aisle in whichever direction I want without the employees shouting
at me. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise from the ashes of the virus and stand tall: friends hand in hand
instead of two metres away.
So, let this freedom rain from the high-lands of Scotland to the all down-lands of England; let happiness be spread
from the peaks of Snowdon to the beaches of Cornwall. Let us hope for the daily briefing at 5 pm that tells us that the
hairdressers will be open again. Let everyone, no matter how long their hair, go on that beautiful holiday to Spain they
planned last year.
And I say let the kids go back to school, no matter how much work they did or how long they played video games: they all
deserve the help they were supposed to have long ago. Let them walk back to the familiar smell of the canteen paninis
and to run around in PE trying to hit the softball.
Maybe one day life will be back to normal; however, till then let’s stay home and binge-watch all the Netflix shows we can.
By Oscar Brown, Yr 10

I have a dream that soon all of us will be able to relax at
the beach without being 20 meters away from each other.
But we cannot fulfil this dream if we do not have this
dream together.
Let us not weep in this time of deep despair. I say to you
today, my friends, that despite these unprecedented times
and frustrations resulting from this pandemic, I still have a
dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the UK government.
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up again
and meet with family and friends. I have a dream that one
day in restaurants and cafes, the British people will be
able to sit down together at a table closer than 1m. I have
a dream that future generations will not experience these
harsh times and will live in peace. I have a dream today.

I have a dream that one day we will be free of this
peril. The day will come when we can come together
as one, as a joint force, a force to be reckoned with
that will stand strong together. I tell you that the
invisible mischievous person that has slain so many
will be cornered, captured and strangled; let’s listen
for its last dying molecule.
I have a dream that all of the families looking for a
vaccine will receive their armour. I have a dream that

So social distance at the prodigious hilltops of Marlow.
Social distance at the mighty mountains of Wycombe.
Social distance at the prestigious Lane End! Social
distance at the curvaceous peaks of Cookham! Social
distance at every hill and every molehill of Henley. From
every mountainside, social distance!

all of the businessmen and businesswomen looking

When we social distance, when we distance at every
village and every hamlet, from every town and every city,
we will be able to speed up that day when all lockdown
measures are abolished and the British people can travel
again screaming, “Free at last! Free at last! Thank God
Almighty, we are free at last!”

soul-binding coffee will have their addictions

By Martin Bignall, Yr 10

to get back to their boring office jobs will receive
their boredom. I have a dream that all of the coffee
addicts paying outrageous prices for their Korean

fulfilled. I have a dream that all of the heroes
guiding us in the hospitals will find the strength to
pull through their overtime work.
By Daniel Austin, Yr 10

I have a dream that one day our nation’s government will take responsibility for
what they have done: they must start to tell the truth about the number of deaths
and how BAME people are affected in an unproportionate way by the virus. I have
a dream that one day the mountains of deception conjured up by Dominic in
Durham can lead to actual repercussions so that one day it isn’t just the powerful
who get to sit down at the same table with their family. I have a dream that one day
the beaches littered with people will start to close, to avoid further unnecessary
death. I have a dream that one day Boris’s focus is purely on saving lives than lining
the pockets of his friends. I have a dream.
So, hold off on the freedom rings from Margate to Brighton. Hold off in Leicester’s
high streets. Hold off in the lake District and the peak District and hold off in the
squares of London, because we will not be overcome by our selfishness. Hold off.
Just for a couple more months.
But once we are Covid clear and the threat of infecting others is eliminated, then
may we ring bells of freedom in every ghost town ready to arise from their months
of slumber. We will be able to speed up that day by staying in today, so please tread
with caution because even though he looks like our Prime Minister and someone
who should be caring for the lives of everyone in this country: no matter their age,
ethnicity or religion, the actions of the government have proved us wrong time
and time again, letting hundreds upon thousands of people down.
By Giana Soomal, Yr 10

Let’s not wallow in the valley of despair.
I am talking to you about living without
the difficulties and challenges of the
moment, I have a dream. It is a dream of a
world without Covid-19.
I have a dream that one day we will live in
a world without fear of the deadly virus.
I have a dream that one day we will be
able to sit down together at a table of
friendship without being 2 meters apart
from each other: Grandmas and Grandpas,
Aunties and Uncles, Cousins and Second
Cousins. I have a dream that one day even
the sick and elderly will have the freedom
to go out. I have a dream that I can go out
with my dog on his third walk of the day
and not be judged for taking too much
exercise. I have a dream today.

Freedom from panic buying. Freedom
from virtual schooling. Freedom from
baking cakes and cookies. Freedom
from the same meal most days! Freedom
from online shopping. But not only that,
freedom to travel to the scorching sun of
Spain, to the tranquil waters of Turkey, to
ski the mountains of Meribel. Let us have
freedom.
When freedom comes, we will celebrate
in every village and every town, from
every city and every country, we will be
able to hug our loved ones, we will be
able to shake hands without washing and
sanitising them. We will shout “Free at
last! Free at last! Thank goodness we are
free!”
By Rebecca Langford , Yr 10

English

Today we can’t wallow in our incompetent leadership. I say today, my zoom friends,
that in spite of mourning too many of our loved ones, who have left us too soon, I
still have a dream. It’s a dream rooted in the hope of a vaccine.

English

Up until a couple of months ago, I was free! Free to do whatever I wanted
to do. However, today, as I sit here, speaking to you, I am not free! None
of us is free! We are all confined to the prison that is quarantine!
But I never stopped having a dream, a dream in which all of you listening
to my speech are free. Truly free! The freedom to go on a walk for more
than an hour at a time, the freedom to see friends and the freedom to
not have to distance from everyone.
However, with total freedom there is no control and without control there
is chaos. And in this case, the chaos is spreading Covid-19. Therefore,
I believe that quarantine is necessary to keep us safe, so I understand
that I can’t go on a walk for more than an hour at a time, see friends and
must distance from everyone.
This doesn’t mean that I have given up on my dream. My dream is still
alive. I do not regret having my dream, it will last until the quarantine
is over. So, Mr Johnson, I beseech you, ease the lockdown so we can
resume our free lives!
By Omri Felberg, Yr 10

I have a dream that there will be a time where we
can walk the earth freely again, we can hold hands
and not have to worry about the social distancing
guidelines. I have a dream that there will be a day
when I can go shopping without having to wait in
the queue for half an hour before entering.
I have a dream that one day we will be able to sit
in a restaurant eating good food instead of the
never-ending pasta dinners.
There will be a time where we can wash our hands

I have a dream where people
can talk to people without the
distance. I have a dream where we
can go out and not worry about
what we touch. I have a dream
where the children will grow up
and not have to worry about
being infected by the disease. I
have a dream where all people
can celebrate the riddance of
Covid-19. I have a dream where
people can shop without any
trouble or waiting time. I have a
dream that we can have parties,
be with friends, go to restaurants.
I have a dream that people
can go flying to their favourite
destinations without any hassle
or access required.
By Josh Kent, Yr 10

One day we will again be able to hug our grandparents. One day we will again be
able to push our friends on the swings in the playground. One day we will be able to
sit side by side with our classmates and learn as we once did.
We are all under the pressure of unknown futures. Will we take our exams? Will there
be a vaccine? Will my family be safe? All these questions we don’t have answers to,
so when the time comes, and we are once again in control be sure to look for these
answers.
Small things have big consequences, meaning that although others can change your
situation only you control your outlook on it. Many things have and will go wrong,
but altogether we can make sure businesses don’t fail, people don’t lose their jobs,
children take their exams and, most importantly, we all stay healthy.
By Kenzie Price, Yr 10

normally instead of singing Happy Birthday to
ourselves twice, because that looks a bit stupid.
There will be a day where we can all sit together
without having Coronavirus to worry about.
Where we don’t have to move away from everyone
because they might have the disease. There will
be a day where I can walk into town without my

I have a dream that one day, one day, this world will come together as
one to stop this virus. I have a dream that one day, one day, countries
will stop thinking they’re superior to another. I have a dream that one
day, one day, the leaders will come together to make sensible decisions
and we can beat this virus together.

aren’t two metres apart. I have a dream.

When we beat the virus, we can party again. When we beat the virus,
we can see loved ones again. When we beat the virus, we can return to
normality. When we beat the virus, we can return to happiness.

By Annabel Megson, Yr 10

By Billy Ricketts, Yr 10

parents complaining about how many people

I have a dream that one these nations will rise up live out the true meaning of freedom.
I have a dream that one day on the clifs of Dover, the sons of the infected and the sons
of the non-infected will be able to sit down together at a table of brotherhood. I have a
dream that even the country of Italy, a pasta fulilled country, sweltering with the heat of
pizza ovens and loneliness, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and ice cream. I
have a dream that my four children will one day live in a world where they will be able to
meet each other without a 2-meter restriction.
Soon, we’ll let freedom ring. We will let it ring from every village and every hamlet, from
every state and every city, we hope to speed up the day when all of God’s children, English
and Spanish, Chinese and American, Italians and Irish, will be able to travel and meet up
to hold gatherings. “Free at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!”
By Frankie Weaver Poole, Yr 10

YEAR 9 DESCRIPTIVE WRITING

For their end of year assessment,
Year 9 have been producing some
spectacular pieces of descriptive
writing using a picture as their
stimulus. We are very proud of
the hard work that the students
have been put into this task and
would like to share with you
some truly exceptional pieces
worthy of publication!
Border Park

generations may never experience the wonder! How is this fair?

Inhospitable mountains were surrounded by vibrant, magnificent,
gorgeous layers of trees dancing in the gentle wind of the day.
Chilling, on the highest peaks, snow rested, untouched like fluffy
cotton wool. This is the Border Park of course. Border Park- the
(arguably) most scenic park in the world. A place to escape the hassle
of the real world and forget everything.

Dreamily, amber trees sway in the gentle wind with the glorious,
radiant, enthralling mountains standing proud in the distance. Rays
of sunlight shine through the crisp leaves leaving the floor dappled
in sunlight. The beauty so eye-catching that people stop and stare,
so gorgeous it could be printed on every postcard around the whole
world and never become boring. The lake is a layer of reflecting glass:
mountain and lake together.

The park has been there since the very start, loved by thousands of
people across the vast world! The more you visit the park, the more
you love it, the more you crave to return once more. The emerald
green grass along the floor was merely a blanket beneath the breathtaking wilderness that is Border Park. The old swings are stationary
and there is barely a soft whisper from the leaves that remained in
the autumn trees.
There, oblivious, obnoxious, careless visitors walked, sat and ran on
the beautiful, fragile plants and stunning flowers growing in their
natural habitat: despite the ‘Keep Off’ signs.
Our actions today are likely to alter the park for good; future

The park is my kind of place in its absolute stillness.
Dazzling so many the beautiful blue skies, amber leaves, fluffy
clouds, picturesque views, sunny days are all there for watching
the world go by. The park is a diverse home to hundreds of valuable
ecosystems that help this natural beauty thrive the way they do. Our
park remains, sitting in the beaming sun.
Captivating mountains remain still waiting to wow the next people
who happen to stroll past and admire the mesmerising and charming
views of Border Park.
By Emily Downing

English

Let us not wallow in the valley of despair. I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of
the diiculties and frustrations of the moment, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply
rooted in God’s dream.

English

Majestic Mountain
The milky white clouds floating in the sky matched the
chalky white colour of the snow scattered across the
colossal mountain. Across the vast landscape are multiple
terrains, but all eyes were drawn to the snowy hills in the
distance.
Thousands of people from all over the world come to these stunning mountains,
just for the picturesque view.
The climb to the peak leaves behind dots of people, as small as ants, at the
bottom of the mountain, that’s how high up you are, practically in the
clouds. Looking down, a brown blanket of the trees stretch beneath, colours
announcing the season of autumn.
The majestic mountains, that seem to touch the sky, are painted in snow, every
freshly fallen lake glisten like a diamond from a distance.
Every mountain is covered in a new layer of snow, untouched by human
footprints.
The rugged sides of the slopes are visible from a long distance away, but that
doesn’t stop the thousands of people climbing to the top to see the view from
the staggering height at the peak of the mountains.
You would think it’s a view from postcard if you ever visited yourself.
By M Sloss

A Time of Turning
Burnished colours of amber, gold, and dark green shimmered in the late afternoon sun. it was unseasonably
warm for that time of year. Autumn. A change, a time of turning. The time when leaves certainly seemed
to know this. Their gently fading hues reminded us that everything must slowly die in order for them to be
reborn after a period of dormancy.
Life still existed all around: the rustle of a blackbird pecking through the leaves: small family groups of deer
nervously twitching in the deep shadows; a heron on the lake waiting to make its return with fresh twigs
and grubs.
With a glassy, smooth surface, the lake appeared to be unbreakable (relecting the colours of the trees) a
sudden movement on the bank became a seismic shift in the underbelly of the earth breaking the surface
tension with ripples of violence. Then, calm. Overlooking this scene were the proud mountains, keeping
watch over the seasons, keeping their eye on the lake, trees, and wildlife, protecting, sheltering, and
bufering that vast landscape. The mountains kept it safe for adventurers, wanderers and dreamers. All of
whom ventured there when the trees were at their inest: amber, gold, and green.
By Joe Legerton

Lively Mountain
In the middle of the day when the sun is at its highest, there it
sits, a glorious, icy mountain at the top of the sky. Miles away,
but you can still see the fine detail in the mountain, due to its
sheer size it looks like it is touching the sky. It’s grand.
Also, the rainbow forest is reflected in the canopy top as the
bloodshot red sun and the vibrant orange rays bring the forest
to life. On the floor of the forest, it is very dark and looks to be
freezing in the shade.
At the middle of the day when the sun is at its highest, the
bluest sky with a glamourous fade of blue, comes into sight.
The top of the sky is a deep blue, shifting to a diamond blue
behind the mountain, where it merges perfectly, so the divide
between the two colours is invisible. The small clouds put a
finishing touch of beauty to this amazing work of photography.
By Ed Drummond

Snow Fall
Lonesome, the polar-capped peak stood
tall, casting a great shadow over the
powerless trees below, iced in a glaze of
amber. A great gloom passed by making
the pyramid-like mountain feel dwarfed
by a mammoth layer of cotton-like clouds.
Crumbling car-sized boulders had crashed
into the earth leaving cuts in the soil.
Fearless hikers scaled up the neverending wall of grey.
Rumble!
A tsunami of snow glided down the
mountain, alarming the peaceful wildlife
below. Sadly, the mountain’s snow
wrecked the habitats of the innocent
animals below by coating them in a sea
of snow. As night fell, new snow replaced
the old, like an additional layer of icing
sugar. As the hikers left the mountain it
stood alone again, waiting for more brave
adventures to take it on.
Hello!
A voice bounced off the slim trees, who
watched the stranded figure walking
deeper into the depths of the dark,
shadowy, mysterious forest.
’What was that?’ The man quietly numbed,
stood as still as a statue; as a great roar
echoed like something out of The Lord of
the Rings. Deeper, deeper, deeper, the
helpless man trekked for hours hoping
to escape the roar: but something was
following his every move!
Quickly, the helpless soul rushed into a
near cave hoping to find shelter away
from whatever had made the earshattering roar. As night struck the snow
that had previously coated the great
mountain, graciously fell outside, making
warmth scarce. As the night grew older
footsteps crunched in the icy blanket
suffocating the surface and a great
silhouette stood still at the cave’s mouth,
slowly approaching the scared static man.
By Jack Egleton

Squash, crunch, crackle, I searched the
forest for any sign of life. Wherever I
looked there was a vision of orange,
crispy leaves like a volcano had just
erupted. Each step I took meant my feet
sank into the murky, muddy ground.
The last couple of hours were torture. The wound
on my leg felt like someone had just stabbed a
very sharp knife into my thigh and the pain was
starting to make me feel faint, lightheaded and
dazed. I had not drunk in so long: I was dehydrated.
I decided to go back to the wreckage of the
helicopter to see if there was any food or drink.
There was nothing. Trouble. It was becoming
night-time fast and I had nowhere to sleep. I had
to make a shelter and quick before the darkness
crept upon me.
Time passed. I woke up in the early hours of the
morning, with the sun shining brightly down. My
situation was life devastating: thirsty, hungry and
in pain. I had all but given up faith; I was starting
to lose hope.
Suddenly, I heard a faint uproar of people in the
distance, I couldn’t believe my ears. Had I been
saved? I suddenly felt a great burst of energy
running through my body. I started limping
towards the voices, towards the snow-capped
mountains.
By Jake Glennon

The Last of the Summer Solitude
All alone on the top of a sugar-dusted mountain, I watched
the trees soak up the last of the summer sun. The leaves on
each tree were delicate and slowly changing colour from
dark green to bonire orange. Soon they would curl up into
crisps and fall elegantly to the ground. How long would that
take? Everything changes so fast: this time next week my
view could be a completely diferent picture.
The rustle of the calm breeze through the trees bought me
back to my senses and I noticed the smell of burning wood
and fresh dew on the grass. It smelt of heaven. Wow!

Memory
Blazed, scorched, sizzled, the mid-day sun sprayed my skin with
blisters of burning agony; the rays of heat were a dangerous, ierce
and ferocious lion iercely ripping out my energy.
Vigilantly, my mind went through an extending tunnel of darkness
before my whole body started trembling in terror. Like ice, my skin
was melting but my heart was being brutally stabbed with fear
repeatedly.
Thinking- I remembered. Five years ago: my grandad and I peacefully
listened to the tranquillity of beautiful birds singing happiness
through the warm air, insects of every kind did vibrate love through
my soul and our footprints did leave memories trailing the verdant
valley behind the young and the old. Family gives happiness! It
seemed like a dream. Tranquillity. Colours painted ubiquitous- trees
were rainbow-blossoming of every vibrant shade that existed. It
looked perfect; a cobalt blue-sky illuminating in the background of
the multicoloured animals, insects, trees, lowers, and green grass.
This moment wouldn’t be grasped by anyone! The love of the young
and the old. Softly, the fresh breeze stole my stress: Freedom!
Abruptly, the pain unexpectedly shot from my head to my toes as
swift as a bullet shot from a gun. Around me, armies of trees watched
me process where I was. When I felt like I had lost the world war- I
realised I had let my grandad down- I let grandad’s memory be
destroyed The less I looked up, the less I saw the stress, the less it
could take over my soul. I looked down at the ground, but it was
holding the animals around me; jumping, creeping, sneaking around
me in the middle of a walking forest that kept striding further and
further into the deep distance. The army surrounded me and bolted
the padlock on the door shut! I was trapped! Trapped in the middle of
a forest with nothing but an army bordering my life.
Unfortunately, it still wasn’t over…
Mountains- in the far distance -echoed hello in a creepy, but weird,
way, “Helloo, hellooooo” (although I was not sure if it was my mind
going crazy). Worry was so strong, so fearful, being greedy by taking
over my mind. Was I going crazy? How could I let the evil army get
what they wanted this easily? Through the top of the evergreen trees,
I could just about make out the peak reaching into the thick, dark
clouds to peer over. Standing, they were covered with a blanket of
white like a cloud had collapsed on the top of the mountains, leaving
no life of happiness up there.

Secluded and calm were my main thoughts as I lay in my
happy place. It was lovely. But I knew that as my eyes
lickered a little, I could not completely zone out. There was
always danger in beautiful places like these...

Suddenly, I realised I had mindlessly walked further into the army’s
trap. Whenever I escaped this anxiety, I knew I would appreciate
everything, it had cunningly distracted my whole brain! Not only
had this forest handed me fear but also the loss of freedom. I was
lost in the middle of nowhere. Cautiously, my mind went through
an extending tunnel of darkness before my whole body started
trembling and my mind started racing into a panic. This had been a
woodland of wildlife 5 years ago but was now an evil army of trees in
a dark, deep forest.

By Kezia Watts

By Lauren Hudson

Flufy, graceful, wispy clouds made shapes above my head
as I laid down on the rough surface of the rocky mountain.
Flying swallows lew around my head as I looked up at the
sapphire blue sky.

English

Saved

English

Tickling my legs, the warm breeze made the array of golden
and amber trees sway ever so slightly, creating a peaceful
ambience. The honey like glow of the trees radiated
against my face making me feel warm and positive.
Adding to the blissful sound of nature was the birds
tweeting harmoniously in pure joy. The twisting pathway
curved its way round the valley like a snake, it brought me
to majestic places- places no human has been to, places
where nature thrives and where you feel so peaceful it is
as if you were floating on air. On the horizon, the tall proud
mountain stood; its glistening sow covered peaks waiting
to be someone’s conquest. Above the mountain floated a
few graceful, fluffy, white clouds; unlike the black ominous
storm clouds that will soon exist, swarming the mountain
and stealing the valleys beauty.
Ominous black clouds used to be here. It was like a hateful
curse-when the clouds arrived no birds would sing, the
trees would be bare, and the peaceful ambience was
turned into this uncomfortable feeling that something
bad was going to happen. Wind would blow down the
innocent trees, nests of beautiful birds would come falling
down and the winding pathway would be flooded with the
aggressive rain. The mountain would be anything but tall
and proud, the storm clouds would cover the mountain
and the glistening white snow will melt away and trickle

down the mountain to make a measly puddle as if that was
the worth of its existence. The evilness of the black beasts
would back soon, but not yet.
I look to my right and see just above my head is a nest, a
nest that was so small but so loud. A tiny baby bird tweeted
furiously for its parents. Loneliness, confusion and hunger:
the bird called out for its mother, needing the comfort and
support of another bird. On time, the mother bird perched
itself on the edge of the nest and fed the tweeting baby
bird. Its feathers were so shiny, and the bright vivid colours
made me feel happy inside.
As I stare off into the distance, excitement overwhelms
me, soon I will be looking at this scene of beauty from
the very top of the snow-covered peaks; I will watch
the next lucky person to discover this treasure trove of
harmonious nature. But not yet, first I will walk down the
winding pathway and hope it leads me to the base of the
mountain…
As the array of golden trees surrounded me, the peaceful
ambience of nature surrounded me as I walked through
the valley.
By Maya Whyte

The shivering, icy peaks staring into the hearts of any human who could see it in their eye-line. As
it sends chills down your spine it is quickly warmed up by the pure, fresh sight of the green forest.
Tall green soldiers, standing tall protecting its icy king – the mountain. A perfect backdrop for the
luscious forest, the mountain really makes you appreciate any form of warmth just by glancing at
it. The pointy tips stretching into the deep blue canvas scattered with little white and grey blobs
creates a picture so breath-taking it makes you completely forget how treacherous and dangerous
this untouched wonder really is. Next to this icy, white, sharp structure is a luscious green hill that
has a gradual incline and is just being brushed by the clouds. It might not be the standout feature
of this wonderous landscape, but it really contributes to it with its calm and peaceful presence
and lightens up the freezing blue and white backdrop. That cool and calm hill is the beginning of
something much bigger than you expect; the beginning of life. Blowing in the wind, the green grass
is the first opposite we notice in this serene area and starts off the half and half contrast I am about to
introduce you to. Perfect and untouched, the brown and green colours burst out of the trees, adding
to the white and blue against green and brown contrast, making it seem like life is actually supposed
to be alive in this isolated area.
WHOOSH.
Finally, a noise to break the peace. The wind will really start to pick up now it is dark in this beautiful
abyss. Why isn’t there any trees cracking and falling down? The sharp pointy mountains sit there
untouched and not being affected by the words breath fiercely blowing into their faces; although
it seems like they do nothing they are the real protectors of this wonderous world. However being
the protector isn’t always easy, the big mounds of solid rock might be the best thing for the green
wildlife but they effect the beauty of this perfect place with its dark grey and uneven snow amount
creating this contrast that I was painting in your mind earlier but this time it isn’t just about the
colour difference it is also about how they look and although I mentioned that they had never been
touched by a human the mountains have been bullied all their lives by the wind. For what! To protect
the tiny trees, to keep them green and perfect. Why wouldn’t they just crumble down and let the
trees and suffer? It’s because the picture I have painted is more than individual features, more than
singular landmarks. It’s a community and people in a community look out for each other, no matter
the consequence, and this community all come together to not just create a fantastic picture but to
keep it all safe from humanity.
By Johnny Green

Four months previously; the warm summer sun was striking the land; trees were all rigid and
dried as the lack of water terribly affected them. Not one drop had fell back then scars had
been left to show this; huge wounds shaped like tragic bolts of lightning were left unhealed.
Fortunately, for the mountain, main mammals at the time were scared of the way that not
only he stood towering, but also seemed invincible; unfortunately, eagles weren’t scared
of him. Without his blanket to cover him. Eagles bit at his rough body leaving dents, deep
wounds. Those past days were torture for the mountain. The more they came; the more he
felt pain and the more he wanted to cry. All the sky wanted to do was to remain empty as its
pale blue background seemed to reject any clouds that approached. The pitch black, grim
forest floor was the only area of shade in those dark days; But was also home to ugly rats and
sly foxes ready to humiliate everyone around.
The rain had now fallen and the colours had risen as creatures played on the forest floor.
Leaves strained to hold on to every drop of water and so did the lush green plants. The
mountain had regained its layer of protection. On the steep edge of the mountain rested a
strong refuge. Dim, yellow lights were helped by a warm, dancing, cosy fire to illuminate the
insides. The occasional shout could be heard with a clash of glass as bottles of beers were
drunk. The wood (normally all rough) had a smooth feel to it as not even and could find a
dent in to sleep in. The soft, large mattress seemed to welcome anybody who approached
it. Who could ever refuse this? Such happiness; such joy. Drinking and dancing, the climbers
carried on cheering as they rested before carrying up the mountain again. Slowly, while the
sky light dimmed, so did the noise.
As the sun woke in the morning releasing its golden joy, flowers lifted their heads to show
their immaculate heads. Nothing was fatigued in the morning as the array of beauty spread
out to every corner of the landscape. A peaceful scene with singing birds whistling in duet
to the wind. And the flaming leaves on the trees being swayed by the breeze. How could you
ever suffer here – when life is back?
By Theodore Besnard
The mountains were covered with a rug of trees, green, yellow, scarlet and orange, but their bare tops
were scarfed and beribboned with snow. From carved rocky outcrops, waterfalls drifted like skeins of
white lawn, and in the fields you could see the amber glint of rivers and the occasional mirror-like flash
of a mountain lake. The striations of the rock are as the first few wisps of white hair for this old man
of the land; they sweep upward toward the dove-grey cloud, softly blue in compliment to the sky. The
bareness of the high rock is a boldness, a confidence that in all this vast world the mountain dares to
stand tall, reaching for the sun above the cloak of green that reaches all the way to my feet. Ancestrally
the mountain stands mightily, ominously looming over the cowering blanket of foliage beneath.
Magnificent, majestic, prodigious: the jagged archaic rock face grimaced a saturnine, sombre expression
upon those below like an arrogant, condescending, patronising podium medallist looking down on those
below them on the hierarchy of triumph. Icy cold wind embraces me like a frigid, glacial hug: the sound
of crushed rocks under my feet echoed off the solid stone walls stretching far into the distance before
fading into silence.
The beautiful landscape was not always a secluded sanctuary of palatial wonder… It was a beautiful
day, the white of the snow brilliant against the cloudless sky. The sun was warm on my face and the air
icy in her nose and throat…

English

The joyful, white cotton clouds lew through the air like birds in spring; the birds
themselves were singing duets with the winds soft and long note. Mice were
scurrying along the grim forest loor as rats sneaked past the small cottages
praying not to be shot at. A painter’s pallet of paint had been thrown onto the
trees with laming reds and boiling oranges. Diferent colours were splashed
everywhere as if the painter had also carefully demonstrated his brush technique
to warm up the landscape colour. Trees lightly swayed under the subtle inluence
of the breeze as branches swung in all directions. The towering mountains -they
were so elegant, so grand in the way they stood covered in their warm blanket of
snow that will keep them warm and snuggled during winter months to come. Life
was so joyful, but it hadn’t always been. It had been gone, but now life is back.

English

I watched awe inspired as a rapid skier moved effortlessly down the mountainside, turning first this
way, then that, carving sweeping curves in the pristine snow. It made me think of a swallow dipping and
swooping in a summer evening sky.
A deep crack rent the air. Then another. The sound echoed around the valley. I felt rather than heard a
deep rumbling. A blur of snow, trees and sky swerved back and forth. My heart pounding, I dropped
my binoculars, and my eyes, watering now in the cold bright light, were drawn to movement at the
top of the pass. I could see the mass of snow, its outer edges, darker with tumbling debris, spreading
downwards and outwards. Frantically I sought out escape. I saw him, the skier, now no more than a small
orange peck just reaching the treeline, where was he? The avalanche was gathering pace, the outskirts
billowing like sheets in the wind. I tried to cry out but there was no air in my lungs. He disappeared and
so did my wonder for the obsolete precipice.
Adjusting his stance, he procrastinates. The imminent, intimidating rock face glares at him and the
climbing gear straight in the face, sincerely – a staring contest. One foot above the other, feeling
delicately for the crucial placement on the rough sandpaper-like rock he crawls up the vertical face
slowly but cautionary. A miniscule ant in the face of danger; the expanse of unwelcoming grey stretched
far in front and far behind, like an ocean of rock narrowing closer and closer to the summit, edging
further to triumph. Angst, dismay, fear: his will to persevere slipping.
Swirling patterns of vibrant, vigorous colour line the sky. An array, variety of paints splattered on
the everchanging pallet which is the sky: differentiating patterns over the day. The yellow ball of fire
changed to hues of orange, and then almost tangerine. It merged with the sky, like juice-mix dissolving
in a glass of water. The clouds were cotton-candy, as though they blushed at the warm touch of the
sun. Silhouettes of birds flew home across a sky that was now magenta; and the sun was half into the
water, but its reflection in the sea made it look complete. The mauve of the dusky sky intensified, and in
just a while, the biggest star had set, giving way to a thousand others. The rug of trees the bare tops of
the mountains beribboned with snow fade away in the dark colourful canvas the birds whistling their
goodbyes.
By Sal Dunn

Gazing into the horizon, almost hypnotically, I felt myself drift away
to the cool breeze of the morning air. It was a breath-taking sight.
Not only was it the perfect weather, a mild yet warm breeze, but the
sun also burned brightly, emitting an intense fiery glow and painting
the landscape with a rich orange tan. Silently, the trees swayed in
sync with one another, quietly admiring the scene before me - it was
quite unlike anything I’ve ever witnessed. My eyes gradually moved
back to the vast distance in front of me and as I sat and contemplated,
I was reminded of a time quite the opposite from this.
Despair, torment, anguish: I cried as a torrential downpour of rain
blurred my already impaired vision and I stumbled through the
foliage and vegetation of the forest, praying for any sign of shelter or
civilization. It was hopeless. Gushes of wind screamed into my ears,
rattling my sodden bones and flesh as I desperately clasped them
tightly with my weak hands but it was useless, they merely flopped
aimlessly, moving to their own accord. Was I going to die here? In
a panicked confusion, I hastily hid underneath a nearby oak tree,
grasping myself for warmth. I remember staring into the sky, it had
been grey and murky - full of hate and anger – so dark, so gloomy I
thought I would be eaten alive on that cold, dreadful night. The trees
too had not seemed so friendly that day. Towering above me, I felt

only torment as they glared down below at my shaking body but now
I only see beauty in this once frightful place.
Slowly, I glanced over to the same spot I had been curled up years
before. Now it was full of life, birds chirping and a plethora of
brownish orange leaves blanketed the majority of the
ground. Swaying delicately in the now fading breeze, the trees stood
firmly as they had once before and watched as life began to disperse
into the surrounding vegetation, as dusk came near. An array of pink
and orange beams danced over the horizon and a hazy glow began to
illuminate the grove of trees, all so calm and peaceful that I felt at
home in this strange, magnificent place.
In front of me, the sun blazed in the distance, steadily lowering
further onwards until it finally reached the summit of the mountains.
The land slowly succumbed to darkness as deep shadows were casted
by the two mountains, so dark but I don’t feel afraid. Gazing into
the horizon, almost hypnotically, I felt myself drift away to the cool
breeze of the evening air and a blanket of darkness enveloped the
land.
By Mia Gaskell

Year 7 Magazine
W.A.G.O.L.Ls

In Geography, we have been
creating magazines throughout
the summer term. Year 7 have
focused on rainforests, year 8 have
looked at the coastal zone and
year 9 have been investigating
geographical injustice. The Geog
Squad have been impressed with
the creativity of the students. Some
have been building their magazine
up over a PPT presentation; others
have created their own magazine
whilst others contain hand drawn
pictures. Well done geographers!
By Mrs Nicola Messenger
Teacher of Geography (2nd in Department)

Year 8 Magazine W.A.G.O.L.Ls

Year 9 Magazine
W.A.G.O.L.Ls

Geography

KS3 STUDENTS CREATE
THEIR OWN MAGAZINES

History

Year 7 Topic
Year 7 have been busy studying “What problems did medieval monarchs face?”. As part of their studies,
the students had to produce an argument or a rap about King John. Interestingly the majority of the
students went for the argument!! The students did brilliantly and here are some examples. Well done for
all of your hard work
By Mrs L Evans

Charlotte K, Yr 7

Was King John a good or bad king?
There are many different views of King John from
caring to cruel. I will look at both sides of the story.

Good King?
Historians tell us that he did care about his country
and the people in it. Dan Jones says that he even
cared about the sick, many times giving money to help
out. His research is reliable because he has plenty of
experience on the subject and has written many books.
Historians also suggest that he was fair in court to rich
and poor people.

Bad King?
Views from the barons at the time showed him as a
king who could not hold his temper. He had a huge
argument with the Pope leaving church services not
running for 5 years, leaving many thinking they will go
to hell. This is important because it is destabilising the

Poppy, Yr 7

community as in that time religion is a huge aspect of
life. I believe that the barons had many different views
on the king, at times not necessarily that they didn’t
want a king but more that they thought he could be a
better one, also that his power should be decreased.
One of the reasons why they say they think this is
because he lost all his lands in France, leading barons
to say that he was a terrible war leader.
In many accounts they show him as cruel and nasty,
for example, he captured and starved enemy knights
to their death. We still must be aware that some
accounts may be biased from the barons but I still
believe the barons were telling the truth, as there are
many accounts suggesting he would do that sort of
stuff, for example, starting the civil war.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I believe he was a bad king because of
his cruelty and failure to lead.
Herbie, Yr 7

Year 9 have studied slavery and the Civil Rights Movement in America. Students have worked hard on
their knowledge assessment on the life of a slave and now are looking at key events in the Civil Rights
Movement. They have produced some outstanding work and we have included some examples here.
Well done for all of your hard work.

The death of Emmett Till

By Mrs L Evans

The murder of Emmett Till happened over 60 years ago, but his death has found new resonance.
While the parallels between Till’s murder on August 28, 1955, and the death of George Floyd, are not
direct, the similarities are nonetheless undeniable.
Students were given the tragic events of the death of Emmett Till and had to reduce and retain this
information into the form of a story board to highlight the key parts of this event in history. They
produced some outstanding work.
Abbie, Yr 7

Location – Money, Mississippi

Location – “Bryant’s” local shop

Location – “Bryant’s” shop

Narrator – Emmett Till has
arrived in Money from Chicago.
His mum has warned him to
avoid white people as there is
e.g
still segregation
in the South.

Narration – Emmett Till had a
mission to whistle at a white girl
and call her ‘baby’ which he did
to the shop owner’s wife. She
took it the wrong way.

Location:- Money, Mississippi

Narration – Carolyn Bryant
spread fake news, and it spread
quickly. She said that Emmett
had grabbed her waist, asked
her on a date, and said
‘unprintable words’ to her.

Interview – Uncle Moses to1find out

Interview – Carolyn Bryant to
find out why she exaggerated so
much and put that boy in a
position where he was killed. 3

Interview – Uncle Moses to find
Interview – The boys at the shop
Emmett
has arrivedtoinget their view on what
out about Narrator:life in the
SouthTillunder
Money from Chicago. Has Mum has
Emmett did and if they knew,
segregation.
warned him to avoid white people as
roughly, the consequences.
there is still segregation in the South.
2

Location – Moses’ cabin –
middle of the night
Narration – Roy Bryant and his
half-brother Milam wanted to
‘teach the boy a lesson’ and beat
him up. He was so
unrecognisable that his uncle
could only identify him because
of an initialled ring he had on.
Interview – Milam and Bryant to
see why they would kill him. 4

about life in the South under
segregation

Story Board/ The Murder of Emmett Till – a Documentary

Location – Tallahatchie River

Location – Chicago

Location – Sumner, Mississippi

Location – Sumner, Mississippi

Narration – Emmett’s body was
found in the Tallahatchie River,
having been beaten with an eye
gouged out and then shot
through the head and thrown
into the river. He had a 70pound weight tied to his body
with barbed wire.

Interview – Emmett’s mother
had his body shipped back to
Chicago. When it arrived, she
insisted on an open-casket so
that “all the world could see
what they did to my son”.

Narration – Bryant and Milam
were arrested for kidnapping
Emmett Till. Emmett’s uncle
stepped forward, and inspired
other black people to testify too.

Narration – The all-white, male
jury was on the Emmett till case
and Still returned a ‘not guilty’
verdict and Milam and Bryant
went free. Emmett’s mother was
devastated and made sure black
people had to start to fight for
their Civil Rights.

Interview – The fishermen who
found his body.
5

Interview – Emmett’s mother to
find out how she felt when she
heard about her son’s murder.
6

Interview – The black people
who came forward to testify and
see how that felt for them and
how nervous they felt whilst
doing so.
7

Location: Money, Mississippi

Location: Money, Mississippi

Location: Money, Mississippi

Location: Money, Mississippi

Narrator: In 1955 Emmett Till went to
stay with his uncle Moses in Money,
Mississippi, South America.

Narrator: Emmett made some friends by
where his uncle lived and he was bragging on
how he could chat up white girls. His friends
couldn’t believe it. They then went to this sop
that was owned by a white family and on the
way out he wolf whistled to Carolyn and said
“Bye baby”. Obviously he didn’t know how
much trouble he got himself in.

Narrator: After what happened at the
shop Carolyn began telling people what
had happened at the shop, and of course
the story spread quickly. When her
husband Roy found out he was furious.
Carolyn exaggerated the story, saying
that Emmett had grabbed her at the
waist and asked her for a date. She also
said that he used "unprintable" words.
None of this was true, but Roy Bryant
decided that he and his half-brother,
Milam, would "teach the boy a lesson."

Narrator: A few days later, the two men
went to the cabin of Emmett's uncle
Moses, in the middle of the night. Bryant
and Milam grabbed a terrified Emmett
and drove off with him. Three days later,
Emmett Till's body was found in the
Tallahatchie River. He had been so badly
beaten that the corpse was nearly
unrecognizable; his uncle Moses could
only positively identify the body as
Emmett's because it was wearing an
initialled ring.

Interview with Uncle Moses: We asked
the uncle why Emmett came to stay with
him and he said “ He came and stayed
with me because his mum warned him
that his life in Chicago was very different,
and that she told him to avoid white
people and things are more segregated in
Mississippi. So basically it would be safer
with me.

Interview with one of his friends: We asked
one of them how they felt when Emmett did
what he did, and they said “We thought he
was crazy”.

2

1

3

4

Story Board/ The Murder of Emmett Till – a Documentary
Location: Money, Mississippi + Illinois,
Chicago

Location: Illinois, Chicago

Location: Illinois, Chicago

Location Illinois, Chicago

Interview with mother: The mother said
“I can’t believe what they have done to
my baby boy and that he didn’t know the
rules and he didn’t deserve this.”

Narrator: Over four days, thousands of people
saw Emmett's body. Many more black people
across the country were shocked by pictures
of Emmett, which appeared in ‘Jet’ magazine.
These pictures moved black people in a way
that nothing else had. Preachers in black
churches stood in their pulpits to tell
Emmett’s story and demand action, saying
that "something be done in Mississippi now."
Whites in Mississippi resented the Northern
criticism of southern segregation. Five
prominent lawyers stepped forward to
defend Milam and Bryant, and the two men
went on trial in a segregated courthouse in
Sumner, Mississippi on September 19, 1955,
before an all white, male jury.

Narrator: The prosecution had trouble finding
witnesses willing to testify in court, because
at that time in Mississippi, it was unheard of
for a black to publicly accuse a white of
committing a crime. Finally, Emmett's sixtyfour year old uncle Moses stepped forward.
He identified Milam and Bryant as the men
who had taken Emmett away. Wright's
bravery encouraged other black people to
testify too. However, even with witnesses, it
did not make a difference, The all white jury
returned a "not guilty" verdict and Milam and
Bryant went free.

5

6

Narrator: However, the case of Emmett Till
had a big impact. Northern black people
began to accept that violence against black
people in the South could affect them too.
Mamie Bradley said, "Two months ago I had a
nice apartment in Chicago. I had a good job. I
had a son. When something happened to the
black people in the South I said, “That's their
business, not mine.” Now I know different.
The murder of my son has shown me that
what happens to any of us, anywhere, had
better be the business of us all." Emmett was
one of a long line of black people murdered in
the southern states, but his young age finally
began to make black people realize that
whether they lived in the North or the South
they had to start to fight for their
CivilRights.
8

Narrator: Bryant and Milam were
arrested for kidnapping and the Emmett
Till case quickly attracted national
attention. Mamie Bradley, Emmett's
mother, had his body shipped back to
Chicago. When it arrived, she insisted on
an open-casket funeral, so that "all the
world could see what they did to my
son."

Interview with Moses: We asked why he
didn’t step forward earlier and he said ”The
reason I didn’t step forward earlier is
because I was scared of what they
7
might do to me.”

Interview – Emmett’s mother to
speak about this.
8

Jamie, Yr 9

History

Year 9 Topic

Music

Exploring the World of Music - a popular topic for KS3
Our recent project throughout KS3 Music has been exploring the world of Film Music.
Students have immersed themselves into researching and listening to a variety of film music
tracks. I have been particularly impressed with the level of detail that students have used to
describe pieces of Music that they are hearing. Below is a table of popular film choices with
a description from students if you are unsure of your next movie choice!

Name of critic

Film/ Series

Brief summary of the plot

Alexa Cheng (7G)

Stranger Things

One girl has possessed powers
and has to save the small town
of Hawkins from monsters from
another dimension. Will she
and her friends make the task?

Etienne Van
Tonder (7O)

Avengers:
Endgame

Avengers go back in time
to get the Infinity Stones
to save the people who
died in the last movie.

Harry Potter
and the Prisoner
of Azkaban

Mass-Murderer Is On the loose
and his target is Harry. Death
omens and soul-sucking
dementors haunt Harry, but
he must keep away from Sirius
Black, but what if Black doesn’t
want to kill Harry Potter?

Star wars - Rise
of Skywalker

When it’s discovered that the evil
Emperor Palpatine did not die
at the hands of Darth Vader, the
rebels must race against the clock
to find out where he is. Rey, Finn,
and Poe Dameron need to fight
Kylo Ren and the First Order.

Angel Hickman
(7M)

Archie Daniels
(7W)

Movie Rating

At the time of writing this article, students will be continuing to develop their understanding
of film Music and are currently tasked with re-creating a section of Film Music for a movie/TV
series of their choice. I strongly recommend you listen to your child’s imaginative creations!
By Miss R Mapes

Music departments “ Track of the Term - Elton
John- Rocket Man, 1972”

MUSIC MONTAGE - WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU

Elton John’s music was particularly successful throughout

This month we would like to put together

the 1970’s gaining a reputation as an excellent songwriter

a montage of all the musical work and

and pianist. Elton John’s Rocket Man is a hint towards an
underlying interest with space and space travel, something
that was common amongst artists in the late 1960’s and early
1970’s. It is thought that the song, Rocket Man, was inspired by

playing you have been doing this month.
If you have something to sing, play, rap
or a song or piece of music you have

Bernie Taupin’s (A lyricist who worked closely with Elton John)

written then please share it with us so

sighting of either a aeroplane or shooting star. The lyrics of the

we can celebrate how fantastic you have

song ponder the everyday life of an astronaut outside of their

been over the lockdown period.

normality of being recognised as a ‘hero’.
If you would like to send anything in
By Mr L Beveridge
Head of Department

email it to Mr Beveridge at lbeveridge@
gms.bucks.sch.uk.

There is no denying that lockdown has been tough, but it really seems to have brought
out the most in some of our year 7’s, 8’s and 9’s creativity. You may remember reading one
or two raps in last months edition of the voice but since then they have been flooding in.

Music

GMS Beatboxing and Rapping

We are all incredibly proud of the work that has been done. Have a look at some of the
examples below.
Coronavirus and Black Lives Matter mashup!
This is a rap about coronavirus and Black Lives Matter

When it first started it was not so bad

Chorus- This is America, put your guns down, put your guns
down.

But now it is got everyone sad.

This is America, put your guns down, put your guns down.

Boris tells us to wash our hands and stay safe,

This is America, run for your life now, run for your life now.

but why were we not doing this in the first place (before this
started?)

This is America, run for your life now, run for your life now.

When I watched an episode of The Simpsons

Verse 2-

they predicted this, all the panic buying and spreading.

The
Hate
U
Give is the hate WE give!

Verse 1-

But maybe they did it for the hell of it?
Of course not, because it is happening right now!
Chorus- C to the O to the V-I-D, everybody scream ...
COVID – 19!

Chorus- This is America, put your guns down, put your guns
down.

C to the O to the V-I-D, everybody scream…

This is America, put your guns down, put your guns down.

COVID – 19!
Verse- But enough of that, this is serious
So do not get delirious

This is America, run for your life now, run for your life now.
This is America, run for your life now, run for your life now.

All we got to do is wash our hands and stay safe, right?

Verse 3-

That is right, but do not get in a panic fright

C to the O to the V…

’Don’t shoot me, I have not done anything wrong’’
Our skin is a weapon of offense
No place to hide
The hate you give is disgusting
SHOOT!

Verse 1-

BLACK LIVES MATTER!

Chorus- C to the O to the V-I-D, everybody scream ...
COVID – 19!

I hate racism in the world
Cops are shooting us down
Anger everywhere
No place to freedom
Tears falling
Bodies on the ground
Running, running, running away from the violence
Everyone wants to go home
America what have you become?
Too many lives gone
Hands on the ground and put your guns down.

By Nu’bia Samuel-John Year 8

GMS Rap
Welcome along to Great Marlow school
if you come here your bound to be cool.
A to B to C to D Block.
E Mr F He is a G and the top Boss.
Miss Bevan is head of English she’s really nice.
Miss Kerr is head of maths she rolls the dice.
Mr Taylor is head of DT He Swings a Hammer
Miss Mapes never wants to see an Unsigned planner.
Mr Beveridge is head of Music sings a melody
Matron helps us medically.
Mr Warner Is head of geography is Smart
Miss JS is great and the head of art.
By Timmy Richardson and Ernest Ryterski Year 8

Music

VERSE 1

LOCKDOWN

Yo yeah, we’re stuck inside, I think I’m beginning to lose my
mind,

We went into lockdown on March 23rd

Another day of work, cummings is a jerk,

No noise outside only the birds
We cant go outside in case you catch it
We don’t need cars so lockdown helps the planet

He drove many a mile, though he’s in denial
That he never ever broke any of the rules.

No more noxious gasses from planes

‘Stay at home, stay alert’

They hurt a lot of humans brains

That’s so vague are you absurd?

The lockdown world is brought together

We’ll talk about Boris when we get to the chorus

Happen again maybe never

Lockdown, schmockdown, enough with this talk now

Been in lockdown for about 2 months

We’re social distancing to stop the spread quickening

I can’t see all my friends cause we would be in a
bunch

To prevent the people getting the sickening

VERSE 2
Lockdown stopping now

Mum gave me a haircut now I look like Zidane
Hairs already grown back have to have another
one you’re kidding man.

No more noxious gasses from planes

People all over the town

They hurt a lot of humans brains

There’s Too many gatherings

The lockdown world is brought together

We can’t let the virus win

Happen again maybe never

NHS well done

By Faris, Ben, Haj, Ali, Year 7

Thanks to you we’ve nearly won
We Clap for the carers
The virus can’t come near us
Clap clap clap, clap clap clap
We’re nearing to the end of this little rap.

Verse 1
When I heard about it the first time, first time
I said, ‘Don’t worry it’ll be fine’
But then the outbreak happened
And we were sent home from school
Washing our hands for 20 secconds
That’s what we had to do
Not even meeting anyone it’s like a lockup in prison too

CHORUS
Johnsons back from his attack
He’s doing his best just cut him some slack
Stop this disease, cover your mouth when you sneeze
Stop the virus, end this crisis
So we can get back to our normal lives
By Alex Milburn Year 8

Chorus x 2
How can you live life,
How can you live life,
How can you live life,
In coronavirus deadly disease
Verse 2
It’s been long since I went out
Missing my friends and family cause im working all day long
It’s just too much for me
I hear clapping on Thursdays, Thursdays
Heroes, We love you
I wanna get out
But we gotta be safe, yes we do
Chorus x2
By Fatima Jahangir - Year 7

Religious Studies

YEAR 7 GET CREATIVE WITH STAINED
GLASS WINDOW DESIGNS
The brief was to design a stained glass window as an end to
their Y7 RS symbols module. The idea was to make it colourful,
and for the design to have meaning. We had some excellent
entries but these were the ones that really stood out.
By Miss J Gillivray

Thomas B, Yr 7T2

Right: Zack C, Yr 7C3

Etienne V-T, Yr 7M1

Middle: Iris D, Yr 7C3
Bottom Georgia T, Yr 7T2

Science

THE BIG QUESTION!
In KS3 Science this term, our Year 7 and 8 students have been completing
a project-based unit. For Year 7, we have focussed on Energy and in Year 8
we have been looking at Inheritance.
Each class started the project with a ‘Big Question’. Year 7 began to research
the effects that the lockdown period has had on the environment and it
was great to find out about so many positive effects, including reduced
fossil fuel emissions, better air quality and an increase in numbers of
some endangered species.
Here is some of the work created by our students:

The air in lockdown

LOCKDOWN POEM

‘The positive of lockdown

‘We went into lockdown on March 23rd

is that the air is less brown.
No noise outside – only the birds!
Everywhere is brighter
We can’t go out incase you catch it,
and the streets seem quieter.
We don’t use our cars so lockdown has helped the planet.

This is all because there is less CO¬2
All of the aeroplanes – aren’t waiting for you!

The noxious gases from planes,

The wildlife are nested in the trees

hurt a lot of humans and their brains!

and birds sing from the canapés

The world has been brought together,

There are no buses, cars or planes –

Will it happen again? Maybe never!

No over or underground trains
Without all the pollution damaging our lungs

-

We can run without feeling like the air feels 10 tons
So although we can’t see our friends,
At least we can breathe properly again’
By Elise W, 7C1

In Year 8, we went back in time to look at Henry VIII
who was famously known for the rhyme about his 6
wives: ‘divorced, beheaded, died, divorced, beheaded, survived!’. They had the challenge of finding out
whether Henry VIII had falsely accused his wives of
being the reason why they did not have a son
The work right, was produced by Jess M in 8C2:

By Faris B, 7C1

Science

Later on in the unit, Year 8 helped to prepare the Science department for
next year’s ‘Jeans for Genes’ day. Jeans for Genes week is a fundraising
event where people from many schools and workplaces wear an item
of denim and make a small donation. This term, our Year 8 students
researched genetic disorders and created activities to test your
knowledge!
Charlie W in 8M1 produced this fantastic wordsearch – can you find all
of the key terms?

GENES WORDSEARCH

Words to find:
GENES
PROTEIN

DISORDER

DNA

CHROMOSOME

CELLS
GENETIC

DMD

INHERITANCE

MUTATION

After yet another successful year in Science, the Science
department want to say a big well done to all their students
for showing resilience and readiness to take on new challenges
thrown at them this year. We look forward to being in the
laboratory with you all again soon! Have a safe and restful
summer holiday.

Year 8 News

The Year 8 cohort have recently participated in a form competition named
‘Bake a cake for someone you care about’. The competition was open to
all year 8 students in a ‘bake-off’ style. The theme that the cake was to be
decorated to was ‘Under the Sea’. I must say, I have been absolutely blown
away by some of the submissions. The tutors and I have really enjoyed looking
at the students creations. Well done to all. I attach some photo’s below.

Nellie M, (8A) made this three
layer cake for her parents.

Imogen A (8O) made
this cake for her
neighbour who
recently celebrated
a birthday.

Antonia H (8O) made
this cake for her family
as they are unable to
go on holiday this year.

Jessica R, (8L) made this
cake for her Grandma
Sarah H, (8T) made this
cake for her family and for
people at her dads work.

Nu’Bia S-J, (8R) made this
cake for her family.

Congratulations to Hamish Sharp (8R)
who has successfully achieved a radio
qualification through completing a
radio course with the cadets.

And the winner is…. Imogen
H, (8G). Well done Imogen!

I would like to take this opportunity to say a huge ‘well done’ to all Year 8 students. I have been impressed
by your resilience, responsibility and level of respect shown as a year group. Although working from home is
outside of normality for you, I am so impressed with your level of maturity whilst facing these rather unusual
times. Thank you.
Thank you to all parents/carers for your continued support over the last couple of months. Your support with
encouraging students with their home learning and raising motivation is greatly appreciated.

By Miss R Mapes
Acting Director of Learning Year 8

Name

Form

Name

Form

Name

Form

Poppy Spence

8L

Charlotte Greening

8L

Nu’Bia Samuel John

8R

Joseph Mullan

8G

Jessica Meek

8A

Swaira Babur

8G

Yuosef Khatab

8L

Elizabeth Megson

8T

Nicole Borkowska

8R

Jessica Rhodes

8L

Sophie Wharf

8T

Anouk Oldham

8O

Charlotte Timson

8G

Olivia Jones

8A

Olivia Letchford

8A

Phoebe Rhodes

8L

Isabella Jedras

8G

Charlotte Haddock

8L

Leo McCarthy

8R

Alice Cogram

8W

Sam Lawton

8M

Finlay Lewis-Bell

8O

Arun Lawrence

8L

Oliver Braid

8R

Zahab Jahangir

8G

Jude Rous

8R

Eleanor Robertson

8W

Emily Hughes

8W

Adam Thorkildsen

8W

Edwin Jones

8A

Callum Lever

8W

Natalia Gajewska

8A

Callum Donohue

8W

Harrison Coleman

8R

Timothy Richardson

8O

Lewis Hanson

8W

Oscar Ball

8M

Emilia Deering

8M

Millie Duncan

8R

James Mason

8M

Lily MacDonald

8T

Charlie Walker

8O

Ayla-Mai Costello

8O

Samuel Terrett

8G

Lewis Howard

8M

Hattie Parker

8W

Imogen Anthony

8O

Joe Lucas

8R

Olivia Jones

8A

Ella Bowden

8R

Ernest Ryterski

8O

Samatha Hardy

8T

Finley Wakefield

8L

Emma Lumley

8O

Rebecca Tinnelly

8L

Jamie Tennant

8G

Harry Beechey

8O

Samuel Vaughan

8A

Milly Horan

8A

Raheem Arif

8R

Thank you, my team of dedicated
Year 9 form tutors, for all the hard
work you have done with your
tutees, especially over the past
term when so much pastoral work
had to be carried out virtually.
Thank you Mr Huddleston, Miss Plumridge
and the others involved in making the options’
process so successful. The Year 9s are grateful that
they were all granted their first choice of subject
in each option block. It’s a great beginning for
the 2020-2012 GCSE cohort.
Thank you to all the students who have thought
about others in this time of Covid-19. I have
heard so many positive stories of Year 9 students
helping in the community, writing thank you
cards to the NHS, and in many other ways.

Thank you Year 9 for your resilience; so many
of you did not give up but kept abreast with
your work, despite the challenges. Many of you
showed a maturity beyond your years as you
cooperated in a flexible way with the demands
of online submissions from many teachers;
many of you sought help in timely fashion and
as a result have aquired a practical skill that will
help you negotiate other difficult scenarios. I am
more aware of the year group now than I ever
was before the lockdown.
I look forward to September when, hopefully,
there will be a return to normality. I look forward
with much optimism, ready to embrace the
challenges ahead. Despite the hard work to
come, I am genuinely excited at having a school
buzzing with students once more: a familiarity I
have missed more than you can know.
Have a lovely summer holiday.

By Mr S Ross
Director of Learning Year 9

Year 9 News

As we come towards the end
of the strangest school year I
have ever known, I would like
to say a few thank yous.

Year 8 News

Congratulations to all students who achieved a Headteacher award this term. Headteacher awards
can be achieved for a number of different reasons. For example; outstanding work or contribution to
the school community. At the time of writing, the following students have achieved an award:

Year 11 News

GOODBYE AND GOOD LUCK TO YEAR 11
On Friday June 26th, Miss Tuddenham hosted the Year
11 Leavers’ Assembly. This was a rather unique Leavers’
Assembly due to the pandemic and subsequent lockdown.
Miss Tuddenham pushed her technology skills to the limit and
organised a virtual assembly using Microsoft Teams Live.
A live broadcast to students was a surreal experience, especially as students could not be seen
nor heard, but the assembly followed our traditional Leavers’ Assembly format. Miss Tuddenham
began the event with a speech and Mr Ford delivered an inspirational message. This was followed
by a presentation of student photographs and messages from the wonderful Year 11 form tutor
team and Year 11 teachers before a final goodbye from Miss Tuddenham (who incidentally
managed to hold it together until the end of the live!).
It has been both a pleasure and a privilege to have such a conscientious and positive year
group of students at GMS. We have watched you mature into a wonderful group of resilient,
responsible and personable young adults and we will miss you.
It is with great pride that we send you off into the next phase of your education, be that GMS 6th
Form, college or an apprenticeship and we wish you great success in the future.
Stay positive, stay kind and aim high Year 11!

By Miss F Tuddenham
Director of Learning Year 11

Sixth Form News

On Friday June 26th, Mr Hollyman said goodbye to the
Year 13 students in his final Leavers’ Assembly.
Of course, the event was very different from those of previous years.
Due to the coronavirus outbreak and lockdown, it would have been
impossible to have all of our wonderful students gathered together
in the 6th Form Centre in the normal way. Instead, Mr Hollyman
organised a ‘virtual’ assembly using Microsoft Teams Live.
Broadcasting to students who could not be seen or heard was an unusual experience, but the content
and message was as close to the usual format as was possible. Mr Hollyman introduced the event with a
few of his terrible jokes, Mr Ford delivered an inspirational message to the students about their future,
Miss Jones made a surprise appearance via her phone delivering a heartfelt message to students and
Mrs Evans provided a fantastic powerpoint of photographs from the seven years of the students’ life
at Great Marlow School. 6th Form Tutors also added several lovely messages wishing the students the
very best of luck in the future. A special mention of thanks must go to Miss Tuddenham who organised
the event and acted as live editor throughout the broadcast.
Although the live broadcast was fun, it was not a replacement for the year 13 students who were, like
all other students across the country, denied a prom and their final goodbye to their school lives.
The staff at GMS wish you all the very best of luck in your futures, be that university, apprenticeships,
travelling or full-time employment. We hope for every success in your GCE results and look forward to
celebrating the fruits of your hard work on results day.
We will miss you, but know that you all have very bright futures ahead.

By Mr O Hollyman
Head of Sixth Form

An update on Amelia

On Friday 3rd July, Mr Hollyman and Miss Jones completed
a series of interviews to select the Head Boy, Head Girl and
their deputies. Normally, the interviewees would have had
their discussions on the same day in Mr Hollyman’s office.
However, due to the coronavirus pandemic, it was more
appropriate to conduct the interviews spread over several
days and in a socially distanced setting.

Amelia Jones, one of GMS’s star students,
was successfully operated on at the end
of June. Her parents were delighted
when she was admitted to rehab after
the long delayed cranioplasty procedure,
especially as her progress since then has
been remarkable.

The process began back in June when students were asked to write a letter
applying to take a position of responsibility and head the Senior Prefects in the
6th Form. A huge amount of applications were received and the 6th Form Team
had the arduous task of whittling the applicants down to the final few. Thanks
must go to the many students who applied but were not asked to attend an
interview.
On Tuesday 30th June, six girls were interviewed for twenty minutes and asked
to respond to a variety of questions: Lara Campbell, Hannah Clayton, Imogen
Greene, Natasha Stewart, Kyra De Beer and Cariad Lucas were all superb.
Mature, eloquent and confident, each student displayed numerous skills which
demonstrated an abundance of qualities that would fulfil the role of Head Girl.
The Head Boy interview process was completed on Friday 3rd July involving the
following young men: Jack Britnell, Ben Pease, Tommy Parker and Dean Whiteley.
Again, it was impossible not to be impressed by the calm, confident and
professional manner which each student exuded. The quality of the responses,
and the eloquent way in which they were expressed, made the decision process
a very challenging one for Miss Jones and Mr Hollyman.
Finally, however, a decision had to be made and the selection of the Head Boy,
Head Girl and their deputies. We are, therefore, extremely proud to announce
that Cariad Lucas and Jack Britnell will be Head Girl and Head Boy respectively
with Kyra De Beer and Ben Pease acting as their deputies.

Head Girl Cariad Lucas

Head Boy -Jack
Britnell

Deputy Head Girl
- Kyra De Beer

Deputy Head Boy Ben Pease

We would like to express our pride in all students who had the confidence in
their own abilities to apply for the positions and congratulations to those who
were able to gain an interview.
The quality of all students were
excellent and we look forward
to the involvement of the Head
Boy, Head Girl and the Senior
Prefect Team in many aspects
of the Sixth Form, and whole
school, life in the next academic
year.

By Mr O Hollyman
Head of Sixth Form

Mr and Mrs Jones clarified ‘remarkable’
when they explained that before the
operation she could not respond to
commands, yet, the morning after the
operation, when her favourite nurse came
in to see her, she pulled down her mask,
stroked her face and smiled broadly. Bindu
asked if she wanted a hot chocolate (a
pre breakfast contraband, as the kitchen
wasn’t open) and Amelia instantly gave
her a thumbs up! She learnt very quickly
how to use the call button; the first time
by mistake, the next occasions most
definitely on purpose! Once she used it to
ask someone to pass the TV remote, which
was just out of reach! Amelia, definitely,
is returning to being Amelia and everyone
around her is in awe of her resilience and
determination.
On one video call, her sister asked if her
mother was annoying her, Amelia replied
with a high five! Wave bye to Dad was met
with the standard response of sticking a
finger up at him, accompanied by a wry
smile. Therapy has already started in
earnest, for the medical team were keen
to have her upright as quickly as possible:
she had not been upright since March. The
hard long road to recovery is underway,
there will be tough times, but those who
know her can vouch that Amelia is not
work shy, and so there is every chance that
she will make an amazing recovery. As
Amelia becomes Amelia again, the neuro
improvements are measured in weeks and
months.
GMS appreciate the way Mr and Mrs Jones
have updated us with Amelia’s progress.
This article is adapted from an email sent
by them.
The whole of the GMS community are
rooting for this incredible sixth form
student, who is a favourite among us all.
By Mrs M Morgan

Sixth Form News

New Head Boy and Head Girl selected

Year 6 Transition News

Whilst Year 6 students would
normally be welcomed into school
for transition day, unfortunately
due to the national situation this
was not possible this year. We have
however employed alternative ways
to support the transition process and
for our new students to familiarise
themselves with our school.
The 7th July is our Year 6 Transition Day and we
have provided a plethora of online transition
resources on our website. The transition
resources include:
• A welcome letter from Mr Ford, Headteacher
• The Year 7 Handbook
• PiXL club and Hachette Children’s group
resources: a guide for parents and carers, a
student workbook and activity sheet

• A welcome video from Miss F Tuddenham,
Director of Learning for Year 7 and KS3
• A welcome video from Mr Ford, Headteacher
• Activity videos from English, Maths, Science
and PE
• An ‘about me’ activity for students to be
submitted to our Year 6 transition email address
These resources are designed to be motivational,
helpful and reassuring and to help young people
feel valued, encouraged and equipped for the
journey ahead to secondary school.
We hope that our new students are looking
forward to their new school and KS3 education
and we look forward to welcoming our new year
7 in September.
By Miss F Tuddenham
Director of Learning Y7 from September 2020
Second in Languages

Awards

HEADTEACHER’S AWARDS 3rd July 2020
Name

Form

Staff Name

Description

Zack Leeper

9G

E Boddy

Fantastic communication skill during this lockdown period. Well done.

Ben Coles

10W

R Mapes

Showing excellent responsibility and resilience with his Music
work. Regularly completing and submitting work to the best
of his ability and taking on board the feedback provided.

Jack Trigwell

10G

R Mapes

Showing excellent responsibility and resilience with his Music
work. Regularly completing and submitting work to the best
of his ability and taking on board the feedback provided.

Beatriz Vernizzi

10R

R Mapes

Showing excellent responsibility and resilience with her Music
work. Regularly completing and submitting work to the best
of her ability and taking on board the feedback provided.

Ruby Moss

10O

R Mapes

Showing excellent responsibility and resilience with her Music
work. Regularly completing and submitting work to the best
of her ability and taking on board the feedback provided.

Jenna Harvey

10G

R Mapes

Showing excellent responsibility and resilience with her Music
work. Regularly completing and submitting work to the best
of her ability and taking on board the feedback provided.

Kenzie Price

10R

R Mapes

Showing excellent responsibility and resilience with her Music
work. Regularly completing and submitting work to the best
of her ability and taking on board the feedback provided.

Joshua Bedford

7T

M Cadogen

Submitting a brilliant design for the Technology Boat
challenge. He showed resourcefulness, readiness and
a responsibility towards recycling of materials when
making his boat. The boat did ‘sail’ with ‘cargo’.

Jimmy Leach

10G

S Merreywether

Continued hard work, responsibility and resilience in improving the quality of online work.

12O

S Merreywether

Maintaining high standards, showing resilience and resourcefulness.

Etienne Van Tonder

7O

C Lee

Exceptional progress in English.

Etienne Van Tonder

7O

D Chenery

Great resourcefulness and creativity shown in his radio advert. Great light relief during these strange times.

Lewis Wragg

9G

C Lee

Showing resilience and achieving his best grade in English to date.

Charlotte Tedder

7A

C Griffiths

Producing two excellent pieces of assessed work, showing great reflection, resourcefulness and resilience.

Zoe Clarke

10T

L Westie

Showing reflection of her learning and applying her knowledge on a tough exam question. Resilience at its finest.

Erin Huddleston

10M

L Westie

Showing reflection of her learning and applying her knowledge on a tough exam question. Resilience at its finest.

Oscar Brown

10R

L Westie

Showing reflection of his learning and applying his knowledge on a tough exam question. Resilience at its finest.

Millie Duncan

8R

R De Nysschen

Reflection and resourcefulness. Millie has researched
and produced an outstanding powerpoint, including a quiz, relating to Jeans for Genes.

Charlie Walker

8O

R De Nysschen

Resourcefulness: Producing an excellent word search
puzzle using key words in the Genes lesson.

Leo McCarthy

8R

E Sillwood

Fantastic effort on Art & Design submissions during lockdown.

Arun Lawrence

8L

E Sillwood

Fantastic effort on Art & Design submissions during lockdown.

Jess Meek

8A

E Sillwood

Her resilience and effort to produce a beautiful response to the third Year 8 Art Challenge.

Emily Whelan

12A

S Goodright

Showing superb commitment to the YSA course by planning and
delivering PE challenges for NSSW. Her professionalism, sense
of humour and outright ability on camera was outstanding.

Cariad Lucas

12O

S Goodright

Showing superb commitment to the YSA course by planning and
delivering PE challenges for NSSW. Her professionalism, sense
of humour and outright ability on camera was outstanding.

Aimee Smith

12M

S Goodright

Showing superb commitment to the YSA course by planning and
delivering PE challenges for NSSW. Her professionalism, sense
of humour and outright ability on camera was outstanding.

Olly Hickey

12R

S Goodright

Showing superb commitment to the YSA course by planning and
delivering PE challenges for NSSW. His professionalism, sense
of humour and outright ability on camera was outstanding.

Ben Pease

12L

S Goodright

Showing superb commitment to the YSA course by planning and
delivering PE challenges for NSSW. His professionalism, sense
of humour and outright ability on camera was outstanding.

Thomas Bentley

7A

J Kilmurray

Demonstrating resourcefulness in History by producing an
excellent history assessment and 100% submission rate.

Carys Hughes

7O

J Kilmurray

Demonstrating resourcefulness in History by producing an
excellent history assessment and 100% submission rate.

Leo McCarthy

8R

M Cadogen

Leo has shown a readiness to complete food tasks set with a
combination of thoughtful and creative ideas! Well done.

Kayla Bradfield

8M

M Cadogen

Kayla has worked in a consistent manner reaching a pleasing
level of independent learning in her Food Technology course.

Faye Simpson

9M

M Cadogen

Submitting excellent work in Food Technology reflecting thought and effort combined.

Jack Avery

10A

M Cadogen

Being consistent in his approach to completing catering tasks set
showing evidence of sound progress and creative flair developed.

Conor Anstiss

10M

M Cadogen

Being consistent in his approach to completing catering tasks set
showing evidence of sound progress and creative flair developed.

F Murison

Competing in the British Virtual Championships and taking the Gold medal in both the 4 Minute Race, winning by 8 metres, and the 500m sprint, where she won
by 0.4 seconds. Heartfelt congratulations Emily.

Emily Downing

9W

Awards

Molly Felix-Andrews

Awards

Poppy Hudson

7T

L Evans

Her excellent reflection of King John, an absolute pleasure to mark.

Herbie Duncan

7G

L Evans

His excellent reflection of King John, an absolute pleasure to mark.

Fran Piggott

9L

L Evans

Her resilience and dedication to producing excellent
quality work in History, you are working so hard.

Maggie Bogie

10W

L Evans

Her resilience and dedication to producing excellent quality work
in History. You are always the first to submit the work – well done.

Poppy Hudson

7T

G Muttitt

Showing outstanding dedication and commitment to her PE lessons.

Charlotte Greening

8L

G Muttitt

Showing outstanding dedication and commitment to her PE lessons.

Abbie Stewart

9T

G Muttitt

Showing outstanding dedication and commitment to her PE lessons.

Evee Gray

7W

J Sturt

Readiness: Evee was on brilliant form in the ‘in school’
Science lessons this week! She worked tirelessly and
gave well thought out answers. Well done!

Nu’Bia Samuel-John

8R

J Sturt

Responsibility – Tireless in her efforts and has done brilliant work from home throughout lockdown.

Sulaiman Shah

10G

J Sturt

Responsibility: Tireless and brilliant work
from home throughout lockdown.

Ayla-Mai Costello

8O

J Sturt

Responsibility: Tireless and brilliant work
from home throughout lockdown.

Henry Harbinson

7W

J Sturt

Responsibility: Great commitment to his tutor group and
showing a mature attitude throughout lockdown.

Reece Bower

9L

J Sturt

Resilience: copying well in Science during lockdown.

Daisy Davenport

7O

J Sturt

Being on brilliant form in the ‘in-school’ Science lessons this week! She worked tirelessly and
gave well thought out answers. Well done!

Khadijah Dean

7M

J Sturt

Being on brilliant form in the ‘in-school’ Science lessons this week! She worked tirelessly and
gave well thought out answers. Well done!

Jacob Bowler

7M

R O’Sullivan

Readiness and Resilience in LEXIA. 01/06/20-28/06/20.
Fantastic 429 Minutes. Excellent completion 34 Units.
Achievement Word Study Level 5 certificate.

Lewis Leighton

8G

R O’Sullivan

Readiness and Resilience in LEXIA. 01/06/20-28/06/20.
Great 218 Minutes. Wonderful completion 52 Units.
Achievement Comprehension Levels 5 & 6.

George Hunter

7L

R O’Sullivan

Readiness and Resilience in LEXIA. 01/06/20-28/06/20.
Great 256 Minutes. Excellent completion 26 Units.
Achievement Word Study Levels 5,6 & 7 certificates.

Harry Beechey

8O

R O’Sullivan

Readiness and Resilience in LEXIA. 01/06/20-28/06/20.
Wonderful 310 Minutes. Fantastic completion 79 Units.
Achievement Comprehension Levels 5 & 6 certificate.

Samuel Vaughan

8A

R O’Sullivan

Readiness and Resilience in LEXIA. 01/06/20-28/06/20. Great
230 Minutes. Wonderful completion 65 Units. Achievement Word Study Level 3, Comprehension Levels 1 & 2.

Jamie Tennant

8G

R O’Sullivan

Readiness and Resilience in LEXIA. 01/06/20-28/06/20. Great
200 Minutes. Wonderful completion 61 Units. Achievement Comprehension Level 11, Word Study Level 3.

Rocco Picciano

7R

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Roll Ball’ Design & Technology challenge.

Sam Terrett

8G

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Roll Ball’ Design & Technology challenge.

James Hudson

9R

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Roll Ball’ Design & Technology challenge.

Herbie Duncan

7G

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Roll Ball’ Design & Technology challenge.

Milly Horan

8A

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Roll Ball’ Design & Technology challenge.

9W

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Roll Ball’ Design & Technology challenge.

Olivia Zazarra

7T

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Hope’ poster Design & Technology challenge.

Phoebe Rhodes

8L

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Hope’ poster Design & Technology challenge.

Jack Egleton

9A

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Hope’ poster Design & Technology challenge.

Emily Egleton

7A

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Hope’ poster Design & Technology challenge.

Olivia Tucker

9A

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Hope’ poster Design & Technology challenge.

Rose Davies

7L

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Boat’ Design & Technology challenge.

Charlie Walker

8O

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Boat’ Design & Technology challenge.

Thomas Bentley

7A

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Boat’ Design & Technology challenge.

Jamie Tennant

8G

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Boat’ Design & Technology challenge.

Florence Owen

7A

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Upcycle’ Design & Technology challenge.

Finley Wakefield

8L

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Upcycle’ Design & Technology challenge.

William Clayton

9R

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Upcycle’ Design & Technology challenge.

Charlotte Tedder

7A

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Upcycle’ Design & Technology challenge.

Elizabeth Megson

8T

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Upcycle’ Design & Technology challenge.

Ben Butler

9T

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Upcycle’ Design & Technology challenge.

Jack Stallwood

7G

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Dominoes’ Design & Technology challenge.

Lucy Scott

9T

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Dominoes’ Design & Technology challenge.

Gregorio Gomez
Jardim

7T

N Taylor

1st place winner in the ‘Mask’ Design & Technology challenge.

Harry Cow

7G

N Taylor

2nd place winner in the ‘Mask’ Design & Technology challenge.

Sophie Terrett

7L

P Katumwa

Focus, hard work & resilience in completing lockdown tasks.

Isabelle Spicer

7M

P Katumwa

Focus, hard work & resilience in completing lockdown tasks.

Freya Musgreaves

7W

P Katumwa

Focus, hard work & resilience in completing lockdown tasks.

Olivia Hawksworth

7T

P Katumwa

Focus, hard work & resilience in completing lockdown tasks.

Fredrick McGuire

7T

P Katumwa

Focus, hard work & resilience in completing lockdown tasks.

Oscar Ball

8M

P Katumwa

Effort and resilience in completing lockdown assignments.

Leo McCarthy

8R

P Katumwa

Effort and resilience in completing lockdown assignments.

Peter Rycroft

7O

A Miles

Outstanding progress in his Geography project and
thoughtful, well articulated reflections on TFTW.

Freddie McGuire

7T

A Miles

Taking responsibility of his learning and showing a genuine interest in the deforestation of the worlds rainforests.

Sulaiman Shah

10G

A Miles

Responsibility: continuing to exceed my expectations in terms of
the quality of classwork and independent research produced.

Lara Campbell

12R

A Miles

Reflection & Resourcefulness: Outstanding progress in the
quality of her written analysis and wider conceptual links.

Awards

Oscar Black

PE

STUDENT/ STAFF LOCKDOWN
PE CHALLENGES

The Voice Sports Quiz
Sports Quiz - can you tackle the GMS PE Sports Quiz?
12 tough questions to test the whole family.

1. How many hurdles are jumped in a 100-metre
hurdle event?
2. When was figure skating first contested at the
Olympics?
3. What does NASCAR stand for?
4. What is the real name of Brazilian football
legend Pele?
5. How many players are on an Australian football
(Aussie Rules) team?
6. In cricket, what is the umpire signalling when
pointing both hands up in the air?
7. In what year were the Commonwealth Games
first held?

With the phased return to school
beginning last week, Monday 29th
June saw the last of the student staf
PE challenges with a department
dance, choreographed by Miss
Bateman. This was the 60th COVID
sporting challenge! We hope
they kept you entertained during
the lockdown period. Thank you
to those members of staf who
volunteered to set a variety of
sporting challenges, as well as the
students for getting involved and
sending in their attempts.
Below is the most recent ‘COVID 19
Staf/ Student Challenges Hall of
Fame’. Well done to those students
who currently hold the challenge
crown! These challenges are can
still be attempted over the next
two weeks and also the summer
holidays. Can you knock any of the
current leaders of the top spot?
It is worth noting that challenges
from all the previous weeks can
still be attempted, and records can
still be broken!

10. In netball, the abbreviation ‘WA’ refers to which
position?

A special mention must go to
Dulcie Briggs in Year 7 who
currently holds the record for 9
of the sporting challenges, and
Barnaby Smith, also in Year 7, who
also holds the record for 7 of the
sporting challenges.

11. How many players are there on a water polo
team?

Twitterhttps://twitter.com/GMS_PE

12. The biathlon is a winter event that combines
which two sports?

Instagramhttps://www.
instagram.com/gms_pe/?hl=en

13. How many balls are there on a snooker table at
the start of each frame?

Thank you to those of you who
have already got involved. We
look forward to hearing from you
all over the next few weeks about
your future attempts.

8. Where does F1’s British Grand Prix take place?
9. Who did Uruguay beat in the first-ever FIFA
World Cup final?

14. In golf, which club can also be referred to as a
‘Texas wedge’?
15. Where is the 2023 Rugby World Cup being
held?

By Miss G Muttitt

Miss Zucarello’s
Fitness Challenge

Mr Higgins Toliet
Roll Keepy Uppys

Miss Porter’s Hockey
Volley Challenge

Mr Hollyman’s Bomb
Drop Burpee

Dulcie Briggs

Malachi Allick 54.30s

Becky Tinnelly 22

Miss Muttitt 28

Eddie Smith 5

Mr Magnay’s Bring
Sally Up Press
Up Challenge

Mr Maguires
Skipping Challenge

Mrs Porters Sock
Challenge

Mr Goodright
Whole Song!

Haashim Ahmed 187

Sophie Apletree 8

Miss Bateman’s
Puppy Dog Squat

Mr Shea’s Header
Challenge

Mrs Bennett/ Miss
Westies Worm

Emily Downing 27

Mr Shea 40

Luke Reynolds 11

Mr Goodright 27

Erin Anstiss 15

Mr Magnay’s
Handstand Challenge

Miss Boddy’s Sack
Speed Bounce

Mrs Legerton’s
Fancy Footwork

Mr Higgin’s Chipping
Challenge

Mrs Evans Coin
Challenge

Dulcie Briggs 14s

Barnaby Smith 79

-

Mr Higgins 1st
Attempt

Ben Peace 23

Mrs Mesengers
Around The World

Miss Porters Standing
Long Jump

Mr Gilpin’s Passing
Challenge

Miss Tuddenham’s
5k Challenge

Mr Slatter’s Howzat
Challenge

8 Mrs Messenger/
Barnaby Smith

Mr Magnay 2.42m

Mr Gilpin/ Natalie
Beckett 15m

Ben Peace 20.09

Mr Slatter 5 points

Miss Bennett’s
Squat Challenge

Miss Boddy’s
Frying Pan

Mrs Merry’s Teabag
Challenge

Miss Muttitt’s
Dribbling Challenge

BANK HOLIDAY

Miss Zucarello 3:55

Miss Boddy
1.04 4 cans

Mrs Merry 5

Haashim Ahmed 107

Miss Bateman’s
Toliet Roll Tower

Mr Gilpin’s
Conversion Challenge

Miss Porters
Triple Jump

Mr Magnay’s
Juggling Bear Crawl

Mr Goodright’s Pistol
Squat Challenge

Dulcie Briggs 17

Mr Gilpin 8 meters

Mr Magnay 6.13m

Mr Magnay 30

Dulcie Briggs 10.5

Mrs Bennett/ Mr
Day’s Hockey Stick
Keepy Uppy

Miss Zucarello’s
Burpee Challenge

Mr Higgins’ Hand
Tennis Challenge

Miss Boddy’s Press
Up Clock Challenge

Miss Muttitt’s
Headstand Challenge

Miss Porter 98

Barnaby Smith/
Miss Boddy 12

Miss Muttitt 48

Miss Boddy 30.5s

Helen Windsor 7:40

Miss Bawden’s
Bean Bag Shuttle

Mr Wilson’s Lawn
Bowls Challenge

Mr Gilpin’s Toilet
Roll Shotputt

Mr Magnay’s
Malteaser Challenge

Miss Muttitt’s
Juggling Challenge

Banarby Smith 12

-

Barnaby Smith 9.2m

Mr Magnay 9.14s

Sophie Apletree 75

Mr Higgins Bottle
Flipping

Miss Porter Hockey
Stick Flick

Miss Batemans
Tuck in Tuck Out

Mr Goodrights
Coaster Flipping

Miss Boddy’s
Egg Clapping

Malachi Allick 3

Miss Porter 5

Barnaby Smith 72

Mr Goodright 23

Barnaby Smith 10

Mr Magnay’s
Y-Balance

Miss Bawden’s
Ball Drop

Mr Gilpin’s Welly
Wanging

Mrs Messengers
Tri Dips

Mr Slatter’s Plank

Dulcie Briggs 33

Miss Bawden 8

Mr Gilpin 23m

Dulcie Briggs 48

Dulcie Briggs 15:00

Miss Miles Upward
Yoga Plank

Miss Westies
Weighted Wall Sit

Mr Higgin’s 10
T-Shirt Challenge

Miss Zucarello’s
Kick Throughs

Mr Maguire’s
Ski Squat

Dulcie Briggs 1:19

Miss Westie 22s

Mr Higgins 53s

41 Miss Zucarello

Dulcie Briggs 3:16

Mr Horler’s Tennis Ball Mr Gilpen’s Hydration
Keepy-Up Challenge
Challenge
Mr Horler 29

Mr Gilpen 5.89s

Mr Goodright’s Broom
Miss Muttitt’s
& Ball Challenge
Corkscrew Chest Pass

PE

Mr Goodright’s
Handstand Challenge

1. 10 2. 1908 3. National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing 4. Edson Arantes do Nascimento 5. 18 6. A six 7. 1930 8. Silverstone 9. Argentina
10. Wing Attack 11. 7 12. Cross-country skiing and rifle shooting 13. 22 14. Putter 15. France
Sports Quiz Answers

PE

PE Department – Legends of GMS PE - IZZY TALBOT
Izzy is an incredibly diligent and consistent student. She is a highly
talented sportswoman, but extremely modest. Throughout her 5
years at GMS, Izzy has committed to multiple sports and proven
herself to be one of the most reliable students in her year group.
Izzy’s hardworking nature has led her to become an outstanding
GCSE PE student, who has continually achieved fantastic results
throughout the course, which will no doubt be relected in the
grade she achieves this summer.
Miss Porter

“I don’t really remember much from my early years at GMS – my memory isn’t great!
I do remember that our irst PE lesson was in the sports hall, where we were doing
the alternate wall toss. I don’t remember my score or anything like that, but I do
remember thinking that I was going to quite like it here. The school was so big and so
diferent to primary school, it was quite exciting.
I started doing extracurricular netball in year 7. I’d played a bit of netball at primary school, so I was keen to join the club and
learn more. Subsequently I have captained the netball teams a few times, which did make me believe in myself and think that
perhaps I was better than I thought I was! Generally, I wouldn’t put myself forward to be a captain, and I’d actually prefer not
to, but I was happy to do it because it helped the team.
After joining netball, I also joined the hockey team. Miss Haynes spotted me playing interhouse football and said that I should
come along to hockey club and give it a go. I have also done badminton, athletics and rounders at school – I just did what
everyone else did!
Extracurricular activities and PE in general have really helped me to develop my conidence and communication skills. I’m
quite a quiet person so sport challenged me to develop these things. Sport deinitely helped me to make friends as well, my
entire friendship group are sporty because we met through the sporting activities that we did.
Like I said earlier, my memory is quite bad, so I don’t have a speciic best PE moment! I always enjoyed the district netball
tournaments, which took place at Wycombe Abbey. I liked them because you got to play loads of matches, so it was a chance
to do better than your ordinarily would, so there was much more time to improve our team performances. I don’t have a
worst moment either – how could I? GMS PE is amazing!!!
Since the lockdown started, I have been trying to keep active. I have been running almost every day. I run around 5km, but I
don’t time myself because I just want to enjoy it, rather than achieve anything speciic. I also play the lute and the saxophone,
which I have been practicing during lockdown. The saxophone I just play for fun, but the lute I am working towards my
grade 8. My exam was supposed to happen during lockdown, but it got cancelled (I don’t know if you’ve heard, but there’s a
pandemic happening?). It’s annoying, but it is what it is! I now have more time to practice, I suppose!
At irst I was annoyed about our GCSE exams being cancelled, because I’d worked really hard for two years and had already
started doing lots of revision. At least I don’t have to do any revision now though! In terms of our results, I just really don’t
want to achieve higher than I think I should… I’ll feel guilty if I think my grades are too high! I’m planning to return to GMS
for 6th form, I want to study biology, maths and music. I wanted to do PE but it was in the same option block as maths, so I
couldn’t choose both. I’m not sure what I want to do after 6th form, so I think maths will keep my options a bit more open.
I wouldn’t say anyone particularly inspired me to play sport and I don’t really have any speciic role models. I just
play sport for enjoyment, not to perform to a particular standard, so international/professional athletes aren’t
really relevant to me. I like to watch professional sport on TV though. I like to watch aesthetic sports like gymnastics
and diving, for me they’re deinitely the most entertaining, but I also enjoy watching athletics. “
By Izzy Talbot

Murray has always been an enthusiastic and hard working
student since he started at GMS in year 7. He deines a team
player and would always do what was needed both in class
and for his team mates. He has shown exceptional leadership
qualities through his captaincy of the football team and has
helped to motivate his team mates to reach their own potential
as well as reaching his own. Despite being a talented sport
student, Murray has always remained level headed and hard
working and has shown a passion for sport at GCSE. He has
done everything possible to secure a strong grade. He has been
an inspiration and role model for his fellow peers and has been
an asset to the PE department with his commitment to a wide
range of extracurricular activities. We wish you all the best for
the future both in sport and in education.
Mr Higgins

“When I first joined Great Marlow school, I believed I was going to have another 5 years of boring school, however I
couldn’t believe my eyes when I was told my form room was going to be in the Redgrave Centre. This is when I started
to realise things were going to be a lot different from primary school. The huge facilities all around me, the sports hall,
gym and field were all the things that caught my eye straight away and now I couldn’t wait to start my new journey.
At GMS the sports facilities, equipment and amazing staff are some of the main reasons that sport is so popular and
is why many people love it. When doing athletics there was never an activity you couldn’t do, GMS always provide
us with the equipment we needed and we always had enough space. Having a sports hall, field, astro and netball/
basketball courts allowed many sports to all go on at once. My favourite facility was always the field, as coming from
a small school, seeing a field that big just left me in shock.
Football has and will always be my favourite sport, in year 7 when they first announced that there was going to be a
school football team, I was straight to the Redgrave Centre asking and pestering Mr Higgins to get a place in the team.
The school team had a session every Monday and games midweek. Although some school teams are more relaxed
and a bit of a joke, Great Marlow school team tried to get into as many competitions as we could and get as far as we
could.
As I got into year 9, I started doing athletics as well as football, I competed in 200m, long jump and triple jump, athletics
gave many opportunities, we entered many competitions. But the main competition I will remember is district athletic
league when the year 10 boys came first, this was a big competition to win as we beat all the other school, this was
also a big accomplishment for Mr Goodright as he loved beating other schools.
In year 10 school football got more serious and Mr Higgins took me and a few other boys to county trials at Milton
Keynes, overall, there was around 100 boys from different schools competing for a spot. We did a variety of drills, for
example, passing, shooting, dribbling and finished off with a big game at the end. However, we weren’t allowed to
stay with our school mates, we had to mix up with other schools, as this allowed the scouts to watch and pick up on
our communication and confidence when playing with other people.
Overall my favourite and biggest achievement was when we went to Bradfield College, although we didn’t win, that
was the best I had ever seen GMS play, and considering they won and got into the finals of the schools national cup,
they only ended up beating us 4-2, that showed me that the boys really wanted it and that each one of them played
their hearts out. Overall, I am proud of what I’ve achieved at Great Marlow School.“
By Murray McGinnis
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PE Department – Legends of GMS PE - THROWBACK PHOTOS
Throw back photos - in 5 years a lot can change...is your face of yesteryear in this space?
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PE Department Staff Sport Covid 19
More Staff Profiles - what have the GMS staff been doing during the Covid 19 lock down to maintain their
mental and physical well-being?

•

Name

Miss Jones

•

Sports during Covid 19 Jogging (even though I am not a huge fan!), Hill Sprints, Walking/running
after my children, Joe Wicks, Jumpstart Jonny (don’t ask), PE lesson obstacles in the garden with my
children and stretching

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far So far I have managed 5

•

Training regime
cup of tea, cup of tea with cake, then we try to walk/exercise in some
way each day. It doesn’t always happen! No regime really – I really miss my hockey

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students

•

Favourite athlete
Jonny Wilkinson. Not just for his dedication to his sport, but because
he learned to speak French when he moved to France to play his rugby for Toulon. He
tried his mates.

•

Name

•

Sports during Covid 19 Yoga and 5km running practice

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far 1 minute in the “crow pose” (ouch!)

•

Training regime

To be able to do 10 hill sprints on the hill by my house!

If I get my bottom into gear and focus!

Play a sport you love, then you’ll want to do it forever.

Miss Miles

To master the “fallen dancer” yoga pose by the end of the summer!

Yoga with Adriene workouts and running 2/3 times a week

• Will they reach their target
really hope so!

I haven’t broken my lockdown yoga practice streaks yet so I

• Advice to students
Don’t compare yourself with others; you are making progress
towards your end goal, even if it doesn’t feel like you are at times.
• Favourite athlete
Adriene Mishler for her confidence and for living by her “find what
you can do and find what feels good” mantra

•

Name

Mrs Merry

•

Sports during Covid 19 Dog Walking

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far Depends on how much energy Skye has!

•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students:

Study hard, stay fit and healthy and enjoy time with your family

•

Favourite athlete

Serena Guthrie and Roger Black

•

Name

•

Sports during Covid 19 Cycling, Running, Walking

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far Up to 12km, only 10 more to go

•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students

Complete two 2 mile dog walks every day of lock down- rain or shine!

Routine is key- schedule in when you are doing your exercise,
9am and 4pm for Skye and I
Of course!

Mr Higgins

To complete a half marathon run

running 5-8km runs in the week, long distance at the weekend.
Of course, aiming to achieve by the end of July

Always enjoy your training, if don’t enjoy it change what you are doing.

Miss Bateman

Sports during Covid 19:

Cycling, weight training, dog walking.

Challenge to myself:

Get my fitness levels up for the hockey season.

Best time/distance/speed so far:

7.5 miles

Training regime:

Some cardio work and weight training each day.

Will they reach their target:

Hopefully by September!

Advice to students:

Taking part in exercise once a day will improve your mood, improve
your focus and make you feel more relaxed.

Favourite athlete:

Symone Biles-she is an absolutely incredible gymnast who continues to
be one of the best all-rounders in the world.

•

Name

Miss Bawden

•

Sports during Covid 19

Running!!! Yoga and House-friendly weights

•

Challenge to myself

I want to manage a 10k run before lockdown ends!

•

Best time/distance/speed so far

•

Training regime
Run at least 3x per week. Yoga 3x per week and 2 Weights sessions
(Lots of leg work to help with running!).

•

Will they reach their target
YES! With a motivational team like Miss Westie, Miss
Mapes and Miss Franklin anyone can get out there running and making progress each week!

•

Advice to students:
On days you feel like you don’t want to get moving – keep thinking
about how great you will feel afterwards and how lucky we are that we can experience the fresh air,
great views and get the chance to listen to a great playlist while doing it!

•

Favourite athlete
Michael Jordan – I grew up playing basketball and am loving “The
Last Dance” documentary on Netflix at the moment – he has always had the mindset of a winner!

•

Name

•

Sports during Covid 19 Cycling, running

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far 7.25 miles

•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students
The importance of physical activity is unrivalled. The impact it has upon
your mental and physical well-being is incredibly positive and therefore it must be part of
your daily routine

•

Favourite athlete
Kenny Dalglish (MBE). He was a fabulously gifted football player, who
brought
huge success to Liverpool Football Club. He has been named as the greatest striker in
post war football, and in 1983 he won the Ballon d’Or silver award.

•

Name

•

Sports during Covid 19 Spinning, running, resistance training

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far 45 Minute spin session

•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students

•

Favourite athlete
Sonny Bill Williams – Due to his tackle busting and offloading ability which
are his standout traits

Furthest run = 7km. Best 5k pace = 5.13/km.

Mr Ford

To be able to run 10 miles

I am running twice a week at the moment
I think I will get there by August.

Mr Gilpin

Get fit for the next rugby season

Spin x 2, Run x 2, Resistance training x 3
Yes, I’m feeling confident

Results happen over time not overnight, work hard, train regularly, be patient

PE

Name:

PE

•

Name

Mr Hollyman

•

Sports during Covid 19

•

Challenge to myself I would like to do the Dartmoor Challenge again (70 miles). Also, I would like
to bring back my ‘shredded’ physique…I did have one

•

Best time/distance/speed so far 10k run for the first time in ages, felt good – would also like to

Cycling, running

Cycle 50 miles in one hit
•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students

•

I am cycling or running 5 times a week, with just 2 days off
I am on track to do it, so I am feeling quite confident

The early bird catches the worm – get up, get on, release the endorphins

Favourite athlete
Mohammed Ali, an incredible athlete and political figure/activists. He
transcended sport. Jonathan Davies, talented rugby union and league player. Now commentating
regularly for the BBC.

•

Name

Mr Pendlebury

•

Sports during Covid 19

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far Hit 45mph on the road

•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target?

•

Advice to students

•

Favourite athlete
Trevor Brooking (CBE) – he was completely loyal to West-Ham throughout
his entire career. He is a gentleman and all round‘ good egg’. Class in a glass!

•

Name

•

Sports during Covid 19

•

Challenge to myself

•

Best time/distance/speed so far Struggled to maintain without regular sport

•

Training regime

•

Will they reach their target

•

Advice to students

•

Name

•

Sports during Covid 19:
to run 5k

•

Challenge to myself:

Run 5k - in any time (dodgy knee and asthma make this challenging enough!)

•

Best time/distance:

A long time, hoping to do it in a shorter time next time!

•

Training regime:
Weights twice a week, run once a week, obstacle course in the garden with
my two little girls most days

•

Will they reach their target:

•

Advice to students:
sport that you love.

Cycling
To be able to cycle 100 miles in one day

I cycle somewhere everyday
Yes, I am confident

Use physical activity to maintain your mental health

Mr Horler
Dog Walking, Running, Cycling, Table Tennis
To stick to a regular fitness programme by September

Alternating running with strength exercises
More likely now it’s public

Persevere and never give up on your dream

Stefan Merreywether
Obstacle courses in the garden, Insanity, weight training and trying

Well I ran the 5k, but will be aiming to do it quicker next time.

Stay positive, remember this will not last forever, get into a routine and do a

Name:

Mrs Bennett

•

Sports during Covid 19:
lie, I’ve been on two runs!)

Walking, HIIT with my netball team and the occasional jog (I won’t

•

Challenge to myself:

Complete 10,000 steps every day

•

Best time/distance/speed so far: I managed to run my 5k for the ‘Run for Heroes’ initiative. I won’t
share the time though as it was appalling! I’m not as fit as I used to be.

•

Training regime:
Monday HIIT, Tuesday to Sunday, walking. Try and slot in a jog
whenever I feel in the ‘running mood’.

•

Will they reach their target:

I will certainly try.

•

Advice to students:

Remain positive and keep active.

•

Favourite athletes:

Jessica Ennis-Hill and Kate Richardson-Walsh

So what we want to know now is
“Have they met their targets?”

Staff Member

Name

Lockdown Target

Has this been
achieved yet?

Best Performance

Miss Messenger

Running 5K in 30 Minutes

Yes

29.09

Miss Boddy

Rowing 1K@ rate 26 in
a time of sub 3.38

Nearly.

3:38.9

Miss Miles

To master the fallen
dancer yoga pose by
the end of summer

While I haven’t yet
reached my target of
doing the fallen dancer pose freehand, I
have greatly improved
my flexibility and core
strength in building
up to it.

I have been practising 4/5 times a week
and have seen great
progress during the
lockdown. The use of
a yoga strap has been
really important as
part of that incremental progress.

Mr Magnay

Cycling 20 miles @ 20
miles an hour

Smashed it

20 Miles in 58 Minutes

PE

•

PE

Mr Warner

Cycle 100 kms in under 4 hours every
week and ride 250 kms
in total each week.

Yes

3 hours 52 mins quickest ride

Miss Muttitt

Get ripped and ready
for the next netball
season

Yes

I can still catch and are
you familiar with the
term shredded?

Miss Porter

Maintain fitness for
the next hockey season

Yes

Knocked 7 seconds of
my 10 pitch lengths
time since the first test
at the start of lockdown. Not a PB but OK
for this stage of pre
season!

Mr Goodright

Run 5K in 21 minutes

Yes

20:20

Mr Wilson

Run 5k in 16.40

No – changed my challenge

I ran 22 miles instead

Mr Horler

To stick to a regular
fitness programme by
September

Managing to stick to
do some sort of exercise 3 time a week

Walking at least an
hour at a time, the
dog isn’t enjoying it as
much

Mr Taylor

Golf, get my handicap
back down to under 15

Coming down slowly

Could be lower but being in work has limited
the amount of time
spent on the course.

132km. - a hilly ride
that took 5hrs 30 mins.
Longest ride

Run 10k in under 45
minutes

Yes

43:33

Miss Bawden

To run a 10k

Yes- smashed it

Best time 57.55. (Also
ran furthest distance
of 16k- training for a
half marathon now
with Miss Franklin)

Mrs Merry

Complete 2 mile dog
walk twice a day

Yes- very happy pooch!

N/A

Mr Higgins

To run a half marathon

Still work in progress

Up to 16km now

Miss Bateman

Get fitness up
hockey season

Still work in progress
but getting fitter each
week.

Completing 3+ sprinting sessions and week
and doing some form
of activity each day.

Mr Ford

To run 10 miles

No

My best is 9 miles

Mr Gilpin

To get fit for the rugby
season

Depends when
season starts....

for

the

Best training week 4
weight sessions and 3
sprinting sessions

PE

Mr Maguire

PE

Mr Hollyman

Dartmoor challenge
again (70 mile cycle)

Yes

Last week I cycled from
my house to school
and back which is
about 70.5 miles (also
just pipping Mr P)

Mr Pendlebury

Cycle 100 miles in one
day

No

I’m up to 70 miles so
far!

Mr

Run 5k

Yes

Best distance 5KM,
now focussing on
improving 2KM time
which is progressively
getting quicker

Miss Bennett

10000 steps per day

Not yet

Completed
walk.

Mr Chapman

Cycle 60 miles in one
trip

Yes

I did 70.5 miles (just
pipped Mr P)

Mrs Rooney

Run the equivalent of
a marathon over one
month

Yes. Not run much
since due to foot
injury, but still doing
yoga and cycling.

I ran just over 46 miles
(marathon distance) in
a month

Miss Tuddenham

Not miss a Joe Wicks
workout in lockdown

Yes!

I’m fit as a fiddle! Honestly, I think I’m the
strongest I’ve ever
been.

Merreywether

a

12km

Training for a half marathon (run)

Still training hard and
running further each
time I go out. I am now
up to 10 miles.

Got a 5K PB of 26:26 on
the hottest day of the
year and got a sub 1
hour 10k.

Mr Barnet

Training for the national time trial championships. (cycling)

Working well towards
my target.

Hopefully the race will
go ahead.

Miss Jones

To run 10 hill sprints
on the hill outside my Not yet...
house

PE

Miss Westie

I started doing zoom
fitness sessions instead
and have now restarted
hockey training, so I
haven’t retested myself
yet.

Congratulations to all the Staff who have achieved
their goals. The rest of you... you now have a 6 week
break to sort it!!!

On Sunday 28th June, Emily Downing competed in the British Rowing Virtual
Championships. She was lined up against a few familiar stars from other clubs
but was hopeful of medal-winning in both her events. In her first final, the 4
minute race, ‘How many metres in 4 minutes?’ Emily, who has been working
on her power, leapt ahead of the field and took an early lead. She settled into
a powerful rhythm and maintained a good lead throughout the piece. With
30 seconds left the girl in second place made a spirited attack and pushed for
end, but Emily had plenty of scope to up her rating and hold off the challenge,
coming in eight metres ahead of her nearest rival.
Having had a pretty hard race, she faced a new field in the 500m sprint later
in the day. A rower from Tyne Rowing club who had not competed earlier had
a blistering start for the 500m, and led Emily by a around 5m, at the half way
mark. Both rowers were moving gradually away from the field but Emily was
very slowly closing the gap on the leader. With 20m still to go Emily was still
in second, although a dead heat might be possible: just as they crossed the
line Emily pushed in front to take Gold by 0.4 seconds.
Heartfelt congratulations to Emily for adding two more National Golds to her
already substantial collection.

Rowing

TWO MORE GOLDS FOR EMILY DOWNING

HOUSE NAMING
COMPETITION
Competition
time!
The
formation of three new Houses
in September has set in motion
a prestigious competition to
find new House names.
Every student, plus those
joining in September, is offered
the challenge to name one of
the Houses, or indeed, all three.
Imagine being the student who
named a GMS House; its a rare
opportunity to have your name
in fame.
Why new Houses? Well, from
September there will be nine
forms, to mirror the nine classes
in each year group and alongside
that three new Houses. So, of
course, with three new Houses
has to come three new House
names.

AND FINALLY....
Please remember the
social distancing rules
which are still staying
2m apart, from other
people you are not
living with, wherever
possible and 1m
when it is not.

As lockdown is
beginning to ease
the most important
thing we can do is
to stay alert,
control the virus,
and in doing so,
save lives.

We hope you all have
a pleasant summer
break and that even
if your holiday plans
have been cancelled,
that you manage
to enjoy some days
exploring our own
lovely, country.

BACK TO SCHOOL
The Staff at GMS look forward
to welcoming all students back
to school on Thursday 3rd
September 2020.

Great Marlow School
Bobmore Lane
Marlow Bucks
SL7 1JE

This historic launch starts now
and closes on 13th July. The
competition, which GMS hopes
many students will take part in
is open to every current student,
plus those joining Great Marlow
in September 2020. Everyone
eligible is invited to nominate
names for the new Houses,
whose colours will be red, blue
and green.
How to Submit Entries
To enter, students just need to
email their Director of Learning
with a suggested name for each
of the new Houses. Each name
has to be supported by reasons,
or rationale, stated persuasively
in no more than 50 words. The
closing date for all entries is 3.00
pm on Monday 13th July. As well
as the prestige of being the one
who named a GMS House, there
will also be a prize.

